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(ABSTRACT)

Despite the fact that over one—third of all colleges and universities

have an advising center staffed by non-faculty, current research does not

include systematic investigations of the impact of routine interventions

of advising centers. The purpose of this study was to assess such an

impact on freshman academic achievement, involvement in the university,

and certain developmental outcomes.

From a population of 628 freshman business students, 300 were ran-

domly selected and assigned to three groups. Each group was randomly

assigned to one of three treatments: a traditional advising center, an

additional three interventions during the first term, or an additional

six interventions during the first two terms. Academic persistence,

progress and grade point averages were collected for each student. From

the 260 students still enrolled at the beginning of the third term, 175

(67.3%) usable responses to the College Student Experiences Questionnaire

(CSEQ) and the Advising Survey Form (ASF) were analyzed.

Analysis of variance yielded no significant differences among the

three groups in the three areas of academic achievement, involvement in

the university, and developmental outcomes. However, the group receiving

interventions for one term had the highest scores on five of the six ASF



advising outcomes scales. Orthogonal contrasts between the no-

intervention group and the two intervention groups yielded one unantic-

ipated significant difference: the no-intervention group was more

persistent than the two receiving interventions. Further orthogonal

contrasts between just the two intervention groups yielded no significant

differences. The number of student-initiated visits to the advisor did

not appear to be a contributor to the impact; such visits had significant

negative correlations with only academic progress and grade point aver-

age.

A loglinear logit model used to compare the responses to the six

interventions yielded a significant difference among the interventions

on perceived caring from the advisor and effectiveness of the inter-

vention. Although all interventions elicited high levels of perceived

caring, the first intervention, an introductory call, elicited less than

expected. Also, although all the interventions were largely perceived

as effective, the second, a registration meeting, was found even more

effective than the others. Perceived caring increased across the two

terms, and second—term interventions were more effective than first-term

interventions. Analysis of variance indicated that the follow-up calls

made to obtain these evaluations did not have a significant effect on the

impact on academic achievement, involvement in the university, and cer-

tain developmental outcomes.
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INTRODUCTIOQ

BACKGROUND

Although academic advising is not a new phenomenon in American higher

education---indeed it dates back to the colonial colleges (Rudolph,

1962)---researchers and administrators alike have recently rekindled an

interest in advising. A number of factors have converged to cause this

interest of late, the first of which is critical to the life of the

institution itself. Good advising has been linked to student satisfaction

with the institution and thus with retention of students (Beal & Noel, car

1980; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977b). In the face of a reduction in the

number of traditional college-age students, the issue of retention of
U

students has become important to all institutions (Kerr & Gade, 1981).

For some it means economic survivalg for others, the basis for funding;

and for still others, a yardstick of. institutional effectiveness

(Crockett, 1986).

Secondly, the faculty-student advising relationship is often viewed

as one facet of the whole spectrum of faculty-student informal contacts.

In addition to affecting retention, such contacts also have been shown

to be associated with enhanced academic achievement (Pascarella &

Terenzini, 1977a), involvement in the university (Glennen, 1976;

Terenzini, Pascarella, & Lorgan, 1982; Stern, 1964), positive

self-concept (Grites, 1980), and growth and development (Chickering &
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Havighurst, 1981; Endo & Harpel, 1982). It is reasonable to link

advising, as a subset of such contacts, with these favorable outcomes.

The concept of developmental academic advising (Crookston, 1972;

O°Banion, 1972; Winston & Sandor, 1984b) is especially compatible with

the increased focus on faculty-student relationships. This approach is

firmly-rooted in the theories of developmental tasks (Chickering, 1969;

Erikson, 1968), stages of cognitive learning (Perry, 1970), interaction

of individual and environment (Lewin, 1936), and student-environment fit

(Stern, 1964; 1966). Fundamental to this developmental approach is the

collaboration between advisor and advisee.

Blocher (1974) and Holmes, Clarke, & Irvine (1983) note that a

structure such as the developmental advising model, although

widely—touted and well-received, does not occur automatically. It must

be both triggered and nurtured. Advisors and administrators establishing

the model must commit energy and resources to inserting the model into

the normal student activities and planning (Kramer, 1979). This is

particularly true for new students who may have little orientation to

academic responsibilities (Earl, 1987). The interventions developed to

maintain the model must be diverse in purpose (e.g. remedial, preventive,

developmental) and in method (Hurst & Morrill, 1980).

Concurrent with an increase in research on the importance of

advisement, the emphasis of the research has changed. Earlier, the focus

was on student characteristics, such as prior development, ability, and

education; more recently the focus has shifted to institutional

characteristics such as institutional goals, advising policies and

INTRODUCTION 2



systems, and curricular options (Drum, 1980; Endo & Harpel, 1982; Feldman

& Newcomb, 1969; Paul, 1980; Schrader, 1980; Tinto, 1987). Researchers

and administrators now concentrate on what impact the university as a

whole or particular programs have on students.

Given the emphasis on institutional impact, what are the key points

of potential interaction? The literature suggests that the freshman year,

especially the first term, is the critical one for student assimilation

into the institution and for receptivity to advising and to change (Astin,

1986; Chickering, 1969; Gardner, 1986; Hazen Foundation, 1968; Marchese,

1987; Stern, 1966; Tinto, 1987). Within this freshmen year an advising

center followed by individual faculty advisors for upperclassmen has been

identified as an optimal delivery system for assimilation (Crockett,

1984; Habley & McCauley, 1987).

In addition to advising being identified as a pivotal area for

student and institutional success, particularly for freshmen, it is an

area ripe for improvement. The degree of dissatisfaction with advising

is widespread (DeCoster & Mabel, 1981; McKinney & Hartwig, 1981; Riesman,

1981; Watkins, 1983). Boyer (1987) described academic advising as one

of the weakest links in the American undergraduate experience.

TH; P;0B;E§

Existing research has centered on evaluation of single advisors,

student satisfaction (sometimes measured within minutes of an advising

appointment), the relative merits of various advising delivery systems,
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and student and faculty expectations of advising. Many of the subjects

in these studies have been groups with distinct advising needs, such as

underclass students undecided about a major or minority students.

Further, although professional and graduate student advisors often

staff advisement centers and, compared to faculty, are well—received and

effective (MacAleese, 1974; Winston, Grites, Miller, & Ender, 1984), few

studies use non-faculty exclusively for the advisor role. One-third of

all colleges and universities use an advising center staffed by

non-faculty (Crockett & Levitz, 1983); yet, the traditional interventions

such as a freshman course (Banzinger, 1987) and small-group advising

programs do not adapt to an advising center, where advisors do not have

faculty status and the advisorsadvisee ratio is often 1:300 or more.

The current research does not include systematic investigations of

the impact of routine interventions of advising centers. As called for

by Polson & Cashin (1981), Bucci (1978), Grites (1979), and Tinto (1987),

the research needs are in well·defined situations, where common advising

l needs, a given system, and programs well-matched to theory and resources _

are defined.

EURPOSE OF [Hg SIUDY
l

The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of three levels

of interventions by an advising center staff in the academic advising of

freshman students in an undergraduate business college. The three levels

included a traditional advising center, a program of planned
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interventions for one academic term, and a program of planned

interventions for two academic terms. Based on the literature, the

potential areas of impact to be examined were academic achievement,

involvement in the university, and certain student developmental

outcomes.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following research questions were addressed in this study:

1) Do advising interventions of telephone calls, personal letters,

and group meetings have an influence on freshman academic achievement,

involvement in the university, and certain developmental outcomes?

2) Does the duration of these interventions affect the impact? Do

the impacts differ between students who have interventions for one term

and those who have them for two terms?

3) Are particular interventions more successful than others in

achieving the goals of the interventions?

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUD!

The need for this study resulted from the lack of direction that is

both theory·based and practical in the area of advising freshmen through

an advising center. This study should provide an evaluation of some

pragmatic interventions that may be useful to academic administrators who

recognize the documented value of the advisor-advisee relationship and
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the importance of the freshman year, but have had no direction for program

interventions that is both sound and practical. In addition, the study

should contribute to the relatively small number of studies that focus

on advising outcomes rather than inputs and to the few studies that use

dependent variables other than student satisfaction.

DEFINIIIOQ OF TERMS

Academic persistence - Measure of the continued enrollment in higher

education in successive terms.

Academic progress - Measure of the student°s advancement toward a

particular degree, including both the rate and quality of

advancement in that specified curriculum.

Advising interventions - Purposeful contacts grounded in theory from

advisor to advisee designed to come between the advisee and his/her

academic alternatives.

Developmental academic advising - From the work of Crockett (1986) and 4

O°Banion (1972), a logical and sequential process which assists

students in the clarification of their life/career goals and in the

development of educational plans for the realization of these

goals. The decision-making process emphasizes communication with

the advisor and implies shared responsibility between advisor and

advisee.

Developmental outcomes — Those results of a student's development and

activities which are affected by the college experience, based on

INTRODUCTION 6



relevant research; e.g., developing one°s own values, establishing

independence, gaining confidence in pursuing a degree program.

Quality of student effort - Measures of the amount and intensity of

behaviors and activities in which students engage (Pace, 1980).

Student involvement - The energy, both physical and psychological,

invested by a student in the university experience. Astin (1984)

uses this term to describe levels of time spent in campus

activities.

INTRODUCTION 7



LITERATURE REVIEW

INTERACTION OF PERSON AND ENVIRONMENI

Although the importance of the interaction of person and environment

may have first been noted by Aristotle, its introduction to social science

research did not occur until this century. Kantor (1924) included in his

psychology text a definition of behavior· which included interactions

between an organism and all the situations in which it behaved. In 1936

Lewin introduced the formula B=f(P,E) to symbolize behavior as a function

of the person interacting with the environment. Murray (1938) introduced

the needs/press theory in which the needs represent the person and the

press, the environment; and Stern (1964) elaborated on this by describing

student-college interaction models of student needs and campus press.

The use of these concepts in research was greatly enhanced by statistical

analyses that permitted quantification of the three effects:

person/needs, the environment/press, and the interaction of the two

(Ekehammar, 1974).

In studying student-environment interaction, Paul (1980) suggested

one may consider all three perspectives. The focus on the person,

Personologism, consists of those actions directed by traits and

dispositions within the person. The second focus, Situationism, includes

those events in the social and physical environment outside the person°s

control. Interactionism, the third perspective, must consider both; and
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it is often this perspective that is more illuminating than either of the

individual parts (Ekehammar, 1974). Paul (1980) further proposed a

prescriptive/intervention approach to studying the interaction. With

this approach, a researcher looks for ways to improve the nature of the

interaction by changing elements via interventions. The elements under

consideration could include the aptitudes or interests of the student,

for example, or the advising or curriculum in the educational environment

(Creager, 1968; Hurst & Morrill, 1980).

LMPACI OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SIg§§NIS AND FACULT1

Greater amounts of student-faculty interaction promote higher levels

of student satisfaction with the college experience than any other

variable studied (Astin, 1977; Chickering & Havighurst, 1981; Shrader,

1980). Several aspects of the interaction affect this impact. The degree

and quality are critical, and the perception that such interaction is

formalistic or confined to the classroom diminishes the degree of

satisfaction (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977a).

Such interaction also is related to continued enrollment or

retention (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977b; Tinto, 1982) in all studies

reviewed but one (Shrader, 1980). According to Tinto (1987),
U

Voluntary withdrawal is much more a reflection of what occurs on
campus after entry than it is of what has taken place before entry.
And of that which occurs after entry, the absence of contact with
faculty proves to matter most.

Departure from large institutions is more likely to mirror
isolation than lack of congruence- (pp- 65, 77)
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The impact of faculty-student interactions also has benefits in

intellectual achievement (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977a; Endo & Harpel,

1982), grade point average at the end of the freshman year (Glennen,

1976), and freshman year achievement, when the interactions focused on

career as well as academic topics (Terenzini, Pascarella, & Lorgan, 1982).

More frequent faculty interactions are associated with higher degrees of

altruism and university involvement among students (Astin, 1977);

increased awareness and willingness to change (Wilson, Wood, & Gaff,

1974); improved self—concept (Grites, 1977); and ability to formulate

positive plans of action (Chickering & Havighurst, 1981). U

DEVELOP@ENTAg ACADEMIC ADVISING

gackground

Advising is described by name as far back as the colonial colleges.

However, the rigidity within the curricula, the limited career patterns

of students, and the societal expectations of higher education all worked

to confine advising to relaying information from institution to student,

often within the classroom (Rudolph, 1962).

With the increased information from the social sciences on the

development and behavior of individuals, a number of key researchers of '

higher education applied such theories to advising. Using the formula

of Lewin, Hardee (1970) described the advisor°s role as threefold:

understanding the purposes of the student, knowing the purposes of the
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institution, and facilitating the interaction. Crookston (1972) built

on her ideas and described an interactive process that would expand beyond

advising issues to include general developmental skills such as problem

solving, decision-making, and behavioral awareness.

0°Banion (1972) coined the term developmental academic advising to

describe a process of growth and development at each of five repeatable "

stages in a student°s academic career: exploration of life goals,

vocational goals, program choices, course choices, and schedule choices.

Hardee, Crookston, and O°Banion all borrowed their terminology from

developmental counseling which emphasizes healthiness in clients.

Student development is a process in which a student undertakes more

complex behavior as a result of mastering increasingly demanding

challenges. Instead of the advisor addressing advisees' "abnormalities"

by diagnosing, prescribing, and curing, the advisor and advisee together

address the ambition of the advisee and at each stage, collaborate on

goal-setting and skill development (Blocher, 1974; Lawrence, 1969).

More recent researchers have added operational details to these

early theories with much of the emphasis on the process of advising.

Advising is an interaction in which students participate (Blocher, 1974;

Ender, Winston & Miller, 1984; Lawrence, 1969), it is continuous (Borgard,

1981; Drum, 1980), and it focuses on incremental change (King, 1984;

Thomas & Chickering, 1984). This focus on process requires substantial

assessment and feedback (Basil & Cook, 1974; Peterson & McDonough, 1985)

by the advisor. Although the advisor shares responsibility with the
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advisee, it is the advisor who must be integrator and orchestrator (Walsh,

1979).

What are the desired personal outcomes of advising for the advisee?

An advisee must set realistic goals (Creamer, 1980; Crookston, 1972) and

then articulate and acquire the requisite skills (Ender, Winston, &

Miller, 1984; Gordon 1984). By such goal setting, advisees should improve

decision-making skills (Janis & Mann, 1977; Laff, Schein, & Allen, 1987;

Tiedeman & O°Harar, 1963) and should value such skills more and take more

self-responsibility for decisions (Ender & Winston, 1982; Kramer, 1983).

The choices in developmental academic advising, from life goals to

schedule decisions, are seen. as models or test cases for subsequent

choices. Advisees who raise questions, survey and weigh alternatives,

and pursue those skills will presumably apply these steps in varied

circumstances, recognize the process, and value their own

responsibilities (Crookston, 1972; Habley, 1981; Hardee, 1970; 0°Banion,

1972).

Delivery Systems

Traditionally, advising has been accomplished by faculty members in

one-on-one sessions with individual advisees (Carstensen & Silberhorn,

1979; Crockett & Levitz, 1983; Rudolph, 1962). With the increased

acceptance of the concepts of developmental academic advising, the

advisors were asked to alter their role. In a 1977 handbook published

by the National Education Association, Kramer and Gardner even listed a
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week-by-week checklist of assignments for the advisor. Taxonomies of

services were developed, following the models of Hardee and O'Banion

(Kramer & Peterson, 1983; Kramer, Taylor, Chynoweth, & Jensen, 1987).

Given the primary demands of teaching, research, and service on

faculty time, faculty members and academic administrators alike realized

that the traditional faculty one-on-one delivery system was not always

compatible with the concepts of developmental academic advising. The

differing needs of many kinds of students at various stages had to be

considered (Hoffman, 1975) as well as different kinds of institutions

(Creamer & Atwell, 1984; Habley & McCauley, 1987; Polson & Jurich, 1981).

The initial solution was a clustering of all academic advising

services and personnel, if not physically, at least administratively,

into an advising center (Carstensen & Silberhorn, 1979; Kramer, 1981).

The center was designed to provide continuity from orientation to

graduation, serve as a reliable source of accurate information, offer

maximum accessibility, and focus on advisees, not particular disciplines

(Crockett, 1986; Dameron & Wolf, 1974; Higbee, 1979). Winston, Grites,

Miller, & Ender (1984) described an advising center as "offering the best

prospect for achieving the goals of academic advising". (p. 538)

Following a national survey of advising, Crockett (1984) concluded the

optimal advising delivery system was the combination of a center for new

students and individual faculty for upperclass students.

The variety of delivery systems available for advising was

categorized by Habley (1983), using as parameters organizational context

and structure, clientele, and term of assignment. For example, the "Total
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Intake Model" involved initial advising for all students in an advising

office until some predetermined conditions were met and the student moved

to an academic subunit (e.g., department) for subsequent advisement. Of

the 12% of all universities that use the total intake approach, 53% of

these are large state universities. The other popular system for large

public schools is Habley°s (1983) "Satellite Model" in which advising is

controlled by the college, offered first in a center and then followed

by individual faculty (Habley & McCauley, 1987).

Satisfaction with Advising Systems

Given the emphasis on new delivery systems and the claims of Crockett

_ and others, many studies measure advisee satisfactions with new found

systems. Generally, students were at least as satisfied being advised

by faculty in a group of students as they were being advised one-on-one
‘

by faculty (Jenkins, 1981; Lewis, 1972). Moreover, group advisees°

knowledge of academic information was higher (Grahn, Kahn, & Kroll, 1983);

and when the group included an upperclass student, advisees demonstrated

fewer registration errors, fewer disciplinary referrals, and better

retention (Hutchins & Miller, 1979).

•

Similarly, there were no differences in satisfaction or curricula

knowledge between students advised by faculty and those advised by trained

graduate students (Bostaph, 1977; Habley, 1979a; MacAleese, 1974) or

between those advised by professional counselors and faculty (Habley,

1979b; Teague, 1977; Wankat, 1986). Further, systems that used computers
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or detailed manuals to transmit routine information were as satisfying

to advisees as systems which used faculty to transmit information. In

fact, more errors were made in registration with the faculty advising

(Aitken & Conrad, 1977; Lewis, 1972; Recer, 1969).

An unenlightened reader might scoff at such a parade of

non-significant differences. However, the researchers and administrators

involved felt quite successful. They had cast empirical doubt about the

sacred cow of one-on-one faculty advising, and new, less expensive, more

efficient services could be offered with no apparent loss in advisee

satisfaction.

Student satisfaction with developmental academic advising approaches

was higher than with traditional, prescriptive approaches (Callis &

DePauw, 1985; Winston & Sandor, 1984a). Dowst, McGreevey, & Raoundy

(1985) also noted improved levels of decidedness and Pino (1975)

discovered women were particularly satisfied with these approaches.

There was just one exception in 22 aspects of satisfaction with the

developmental model in the Winston and Sandor (1984a) study; advisees

resisted responsibility for academic course choices and were more

satisfied if their advisors were more direct in telling them which courses

to take, even electives.

satisfaction with Individual Advigggg
4

Another set of studies deals with advisee satisfaction of individual

advisors, regardless of system. The primary advisor characteristics
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which predicted high levels of advisee satisfaction revolve around

interpersonal skills and warmth (Cunningham, 1975; Grites, 1981; Hardy,

1976; Hornbuckle, Mahoney, & Borgard, 1979; Kauffman, 1975). Polson &

Jurich (1981) found three of the top four predictors of advisee

satisfaction were concern, warmth, and dependability. Chathaparampil

(1971) found that in order for advisees to be highly satisfied, advisors

had to have some perceived competencies in five basic areas: technical

help, rapport, personal help, service in getting students through the

system, and competence in one's field. However, to have even moderate

degrees of advisee satisfaction, the advisor had to be perceived as having

good rapport, no matter how strongly they were perceived on the other four

areas. Further, Morpurgo (1975) noted this need for caring was not unique

to new students but was a primary issue with upperclass students as well.

In addition to the identification of a caring relationship, several

researchers have noted other advisor attributes or advisor methods

related to high levels of satisfaction with individual advisors.

Availability (Kozloff, 1985), emphasis on goa1—setting (Kapraun &

Coldren, 1980), and input into evaluation (Kramer & Peterson, 1983) have

been identified.

Other evaluators have tried to identify advisee attributes that may

be best matched with advisor attributes. Romano (1972) found that only

the non-conformist advisee had patterns of satisfaction different than

other personality types, and that the non-conformists were the least

satisfied with all the individual advisors studied. Highly-motivated

students were most satisfied with an advisor who emphasized the advisee°s
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role (Hazleton & Tuttle, 1981). Advisees who most valued information were

found to be more satisfied with their advisors than students who valued

a relationship, counseling, or availability (Trombley, 1984). Finally,

in a study of class in college and gender, Sanders (1973) found that

freshmen were more satisfied with advising than upperclass students and

that both male and female students were more satisfied. with female

advisors than with male advisors.

Differing Evaluations of Advising ggom Advisees, Advisors, and

Administrators

Advisors and advisees frequently differ on their evaluation of

overall satisfaction with_advising (Grites, 1981; Mahony, Borgard, &

Hornbuckle, 1978), the role of career advising (Kramer, Arrington, &

Chynoweth, 1985; McAnulty, O°Connor, & Sklare, 1987), advisors taking

some initiative (Larsen & Brown, 1982), knowledge of the curriculum and

university services (Stickle, 1982), and warmth and caring (Grites,

1981). Typically students are less satisfied in these areas than are

faculty. Similarly, faculty valued themselves over the catalogue as an

information source and students did not (Giencke-Holl, 1985). In only

one study located did faculty advisors and students agree on evaluations

of advisors (Tiede, 1976). Weinburg (1983) found these differences were

more pronounced in professional schools where faculty preferred an

employer-employee model to a student development model. Advisors

attributed good advising to their knowledge and positive attitudes toward
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the advisees but felt poor advising was a result of advisee behaviors such

as inattentiveness to information, and not coming to see the advisors

(Kramer, 1982a).

Other campus constituencies were studied. Murray (1981) calculated

a low negative correlation between advisor evaluations by students and

those by administrators in charge of advising. In a study of faculty

advisors, advisees, and administrators, the only area of advisor

functions in which there was not disagreement was that academic advisors

are not responsible for personal counseling (Guinn & Mitchell, 1986).

In a study tracing advisee satisfaction from student status through

five-year alumni status, Giencke·Holl (1985) found alumnae were more

positive than they had been as students.

Outcomes of Advising

Persons evaluating advising are critical of the near-exclusive use

of student satisfaction, occasionally measured moments after an advising

session, as the dependent variable (Banzinger, 1987; Crockett, 1984;

Dowst, McGreevey, & Roundy, 1985; Winston & Sandor, 1984a). Students are

perceived as unable to appreciate the ultimate values of varying

approaches or tasks at the student stage of their lives. At the very

least, advisee satisfaction should be but one of several measures in such

an evaluation.

Many of the variables identified in studies done on student-faculty

interaction in general (as noted above) have not been studied. with
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particular attention to advising. The primary alternative measure is

retention of students. Generally, universities with an emphasis .on

advising have higher retention of the students (Beal & Noel, 1980; Desler,

1987; Forrest, 1986; Glennen, 1976; Habley, 1981; Hutchins & Miller, 1979;

Noel, 1983), although one author (Enos, 1983) found the improved retention

true following only the freshmen year. In their 1979 survey, Carstensen

and Silberhorn found an average 25% increase in overall retention rates

among universities who said they had made improvements in their advising

over the past two years.

Jackson (1979) found fewer· withdrawals with experienced faculty

advisors than first-year faculty advisors. Glennen (1976) was the only

study found that linked an intrusive developmental advising approach with

improved academic performance; and Hutchins & Miller (1979) found fewer

course changes, residence hall damage, or disciplinary referrals with a

developmental advising approach. Very few other advising outcomes have

been studied.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

Many of the studies on student persistence identify involvement as

an important factor (Astin, 1975; 1977; Glennen, 1976; Jacobs, 1957; Stern

1963; 1964). While it is not certain the exact meaning each of these

authors had for involvement, Astin (1984) defined it as the amount of

physical and psychological energy that students devote to their academic

experience. He operationalized involvement as time and energy committed
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to studying, using the library, attending club meetings, interacting with

faculty, just being on campus. Astin proposed such involvement was a

factor in retention because such devotion of energy formed attachments

and bonds to the institution and this involvement was indicative of the

students° adjustment to campus.

Pace (1980; 1984) introduced the concept of quality of student effort

in the College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ), described in

more detail below. Pace identified 14 aspects of college life, some of

which are facilities such as the library, and others, opportunities for

involvement such as clubs and conversations with faculty. The quality

aspect was measured both in frequency of usage/participation and

effort/energycommitted.Few

studies on involvement beyond the relationship to retention were

found. Terenzini, Pascarella, & Lorang (1982) found social involvement

was a strong influence on perceived personal growth. Friedlander (1981)

”
noted that high quality of effort in academic scales of the CSEQ was

related positively to higher gains in intellectual competency, and high

quality of effort in peer interaction scales was positively related to

gains in personal understanding. Background characteristics were not

found to be predictors of involvement, beyond high levels of academic

achievement predicting academic involvement (Burton, 1981).
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INTERVENTION MODELS AND RESEABQQ

At the same time some student development theorists were applying

interactionism to academic advising, others were describing ways to

promote "environmental resource development" by restructuring,

redesigning or modifying the student-environment interaction (Hurst &

Morrill, 1980; Morrill, Oetting, & Hurst, 1974). The student development

process as described by Chickering, Drum, Perry, and others would not

occur automatically but must be both triggered and nurtured (Blocher,

1974; Kramer, 1979). Tinto (1982) concluded that institutions need to

"structure and regularize student-faculty interactions" (p. 697).

Morrill, Oetting & Hurst (1974) described a three-dimensional

process model for interventions in counseling which was subsequently

adapted for advising (Hurst & Morrill, 1980; Paul, 1980). One dimension

of the cube-shaped model is the target, the individual or environment that

is to be influenced; this may be a primary target, an individual; a

primary group such as the family; an associational group such as a club;

or an institution or community. The purpose of an intervention, the

second dimension, may take one of three forms: remedial or repair after

something has gone awry; preventive or an avoidance intervention, the

result of something being predicted or known; or developmental, designed

to enhance one°s direction, "identifying the horizon" (Morrill, Oetting,

& Hurst, 1974). The final dimension, method, may be media (for example,

computer-assisted learning), training and consultation of the target, or
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a direct intervention, often done administratively with personal

communications or interactions.

Several surveys have pointed to the need for an intervention model.

In a study of four midwestern universities, students and advisors alike

believed advising interventions were critical to the effectiveness of

advising programs (Larsen & Brown, 1982). Also, student satisfaction with

advising did increase with the number of contacts from the advisor

(Kramer, Arrington & Chynoweth, 1985). Nonetheless, in their 1983

national survey of advising, Crockett and Levitz found the degree of

intrusiveness had not increased since a similar survey in 1979.

Many of the interventions described in the literature are freshman

courses containing information on the university and its services,

expectations of students, academic skills, and career exploration. The

findings of these studies are often suspect since students self-select

the courses. No differences between people enrolled in such a course and

those not enrolled were found in academic achievement (Anchors, Gershman,

_& Dreyful, 1984; Banziger, 1987; Browne, 1978; Mitchell, 1980),

satisfaction with the university (Banziger, 1987; Browne, 1978), or

developmental outcomes such as goal-setting and independence (Anchors,

Gershman, & Dreyful, 1984). Others have found students who take the

course have a significantly higher retention rate (Gardner, 1986) and

demonstrate higher levels of motivation to participate in all facets of

the university (Mitchell, 1980).
‘

Several interventions other than courses have been aimed at students

in academic difficulty. Anadam (1984) used a computerized "academic
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alert“ letter campaign to a sample of students not meeting the necessary

grade averages. Although there was no difference between those who

received the letter and those who did not on progress toward degree

(taking the correct courses at the prescribed rate), those receiving the

letter did subsequently have higher grades. In a related study, Cuvo

(1986) sent two different letters to two subgroups of students facing

academic drop; one letter merely alerted them to the dilemma they faced

and the other elaborated on the consequences of being dropped. Students

who received either letter were more likely to consult an advisor for help

and did better academically than those students who did not receive any

letter. However, there were no differences in advising behavior or grades

between those who received different kinds of letters.

IHE ERESHMAN IEAB

4

Like all other introductions to new social systems, the freshman year

is full of change and stress,formal and informal demands (Astin, Hemond,

& Richardson, 1982; Basil & Cook, 1974; Feldman & Newcomb, 1969; Hazen

Foundation, 1968). In the series of new life experiences (e.g. beginning

school, moving, marriage), it is considered one of the most critical

changes (Chickering, 1969). Freshmen are at a personal development stage

at which they are formulating their lifestyles and establishing autonomy

(Chickering, 1969); and at the same time they must face more rigorous

academic standards, a new living style and environment without

established supports, and new personal responsibilities and freedoms.
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The freshman year is a major sorting point for students (Astin, 1986;

Marchese, 1987; Tinto, 1987). As Andrew M. Greeley wrote for the Hazen

Foundation (1968),

The freshman experience is thus crucial to the college and to the
student. It is the time when the student°s critical attitude toward
his studies and college in general is formed....This is not to
suggest a doting, sentimental kind of education, but one which seeks
from the beginning, the shifting of the responsibility for his own
education onto the student himself. (PP- 11-12)

Freshmen arrive at a university with high expectations, both in terms

of the nature of their academic experience and their own personal

development (Boyer, 1987; Hazen Foundation, 1968; Marchese, 1987).

However, their expectations are often not realistic. Even the freshman

perceptions of the characteristics of the university are unlike the

perceptions of any other campus constituency, a phenomenon called "the

freshman myth" (Stern, 1966). Further, these expectations are often vague

and highly idealistic (Brown, 1972). Astin (1977; 1982) found over 2/3

of the freshmen expressing grandiose general goals with little degree of

assurance and few specific means to achieve them. It should be noted,

however, that this indecision and lack of specificity is a typical

characteristic and is not predictive of subsequent indecision (Raimst,

1981).

Given such high hopes coupled with the lack of reality, it is no

wonder that freshmen frequently become disenchanted (Brown, 1972). "The

freshman myth" usually lasts just a few weeks (Stern, 1966) and is

replaced by buyers' remorse (Gardner, 1986).

In Perry°s scheme of the irreversible stages of cognitive

development (1970), he describes a position of dualism, often associated
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with the freshman year (Gordon, 1981). At the dualism stage, individuals

perceive issues in polar terms and believe correct answers to questions

do exist, most likely obtainable from known authorities. Later stages

of Perry°s theory include multiplicity (accepting uncertainty as

legitimate), relativism (using contextual bases for choices) and

commitment --- stages achieved through processes of doubt and challenge.

Some recent critics have noted this progression may be more typically

productive for men than for women who tend to respond more to affirmation

than challenge (Knefelkamp, 1987). Nonetheless, freshmen are extremely

susceptible to authoritative sources in their new environment and they

follow external loci of control.

The concerns about a new environment coupled with the predictable

disillusionment often produce anxiety in students. This discomfort, if ~

in a moderate amount, may actually make the freshmen more amenable to

change (Basil & Cook, 1974). ‘

Given the crucial point of the freshman year, the knowledge of \(

student development, and the ,impact of change, freshmen are

goodcandidatesto benefit from a mentor or advisor as a source of that\

information and reaching out, and advisors can provide information and

foster belonging (Gardner, 1986; Gordon, 1984). Recent research gives

direction to the freshman-advisor relationship. Contact with advisors

should occur early and as a regular part of university life (Marchese,

1987; Tinto, 1982). Advisors must be accessible and well-informed

(Gordon, 1984; Laff, Schein, & Allen, 1987; O°Banion, 1972) and should

address issues of the freshman°s development as well as purely academic
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concerns (Chickering, 1969). Advising of freshmen must be designed not

just for transition, but also for transformation, change itself

(Knefelkamp, 1987). For such successful transformation to occur,

freshmen must both separate from past forms of association and adjust to

new social and intellectual challenges (Leavitt, 1978; Tinto, 1987).

Currently, over 1/4 of all freshmen plan to pursue majors in business

(Astin, 1986), and there is some evidence that freshmen and advisors in

professional schools have additional needs. Because freshmen in business

perceive a university more because of where it leads than what it offers

I in and of itself, their responsibilities and development as students may

need to be addressed more often and more emphatically (Feldman & Newcomb,

1969). For example, students in the professional areas may jump to final

steps in career planning before adequately exploring appropriate initial

stages. Moreover, since critical prerequisite skills are often offered

early in a lock-step curriculum, professionally-oriented freshmen need

more frequent diagnosis and remediation in these key areas (Trosen, Fouch,

& Mossop, 1985). Faculty in professional schools may have different needs

as well; often more familiar with the ethic of the workplace and not

experienced or schooled in student development, they need additional

support and training as advisors (Weinburg, 1983). »
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METHODOLOGY

DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION

‘
The population for this study consisted of all white, first-time

freshmen admitted for the fall of 1987 to a college of business at a land

grant university of 18,000 undergraduates in the southeast. Black

freshmen were eliminated because they were so few in number. Also, they

have been shown to differ in their expectations of the university

(Winston, 1976), advising needs (Oliver, 1978), patterns of departure

(Pascarella & Chapman, 1983; Tinto, 1987), and access to advising (Loo &

Rolesen, 1986). These differences would understandably interfere with

the impact of the interventions and several of the measures. Students

who matriculated during the 1987 summer or who had taken any

collegiate-level work, even if done concurrently with their high school

courses, were likewise eliminated. The assumption regarding the critical

nature of the first few weeks of the freshman year would not apply to

these students who had already tested the collegiate waters.

DESCRIPIION OF TH; SAMPL;

Three hundred students were randomly selected from the above

population of 628 and randomly assigned to three groups of 100 students
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each. Each of the groups was randomly assigned to one of three treatment

groups: a control group (I) or two experimental groups (II and III).

TREATMENTS (INTERVENTIONSl

Since the purpose of this study was to assess the impact of three

levels of interventions, care was taken to control as many other factors

as possible. In so far as possible, all three groups were treated as one

in all other areas of contact with the academic college. At no time was

any student identified as belonging to a particular group, except to the

researcher. For example, files were not marked to indicate a student was

in any one of the three groups.

Advisors, of course, were informed that an evaluation of various

advising options was to be conducted, and they were assured that the

evaluation was of the programs, not of the advisors themselves. Since

the advisors met weekly to receive specific assignments or projects,

cooperation and clear communication were assured. _

All subjects participated in a summer orientation program conducted

two months before their fall enrollment. As part of this program, all

subjects received information about their academic requirements and

university policies and procedures. In addition, their assignment to the

Advising Center was announced as well as a listing of their

responsibilities as an advisee (e.g. to know the requirements, to inform

their advisors of any changes in plans, to assume responsibility for their

decisions). Because of the logistics of time and space and as an
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accommodation to student summer schedules, this program was given on 12

different days. To insure as identical treatment as possible, the same

administrators spoke each day, adhering to a script.

Beginning with the arrival of students on campus in September and

throughout fall term, Group I, the Control Group, received only

traditional Advisement Center services; i.e., they were advised, upon

their request, during the normal operating hours, weekdays 9 am - 4 pm.

During the fall term, Groups II and III each received, in addition to the

services of Group I, three interventions: (1) a telephone contact of

introduction and follow-up in Week 3 (of a ten-week term); (2) a personal

letter of invitation to a meeting to assist with registration (Week 4)

and the meeting itself (Week 5); and (3) a personal letter suggesting

strategies for final examination success as well as consideration of their

first vacation at home as a college student (Week 9).

During the wigte; term, Groups I and II received only traditional

Advisement Center services as described above. In addition, if a

student°s academic average fell below a 2.0, the student received a form

letter reviewing the dilemma and suggesting some remedies. Such a warning

letter is standard at the university, as it is many other places. Only

Group III received, in addition to the services of both Groups I and II,

three interventions: (4) a telephone call from the advisor to assess fall

progress and performance (Week 2); (5) a personal letter from the advisor

to establish the students° responsibilities for their academic

experience, using registfation as an example (Week 5); and (6) a personal
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written invitation to a meeting (Week 7) and the meeting itself (Week 8)

to promote career awareness and planning.

BATIONALE FOR TREATMENIS (INTERVENIIONS1

The freshman year can be viewed as a new social system (Feldman &

Newcomb, 1969) where the student must come to grips with both a public

curriculum as well as an invisible one. Given this setting, the primary

criteria for all interventions must be information that is flawless in

quality (Gordon 1984; Laff, Schein, & Allen, 1987; O°Banion, 1972), that

goes beyond what the students themselves would even think to ask (Paul,

1980), and can be used in specific decisions at some_critical decision

points (Chickering, 1969; Tiedeman & 0°Harar, 1963). Moreover, this

information must have some continuity and sequence (Borgard, 1981; Laff,

Schein, & Allen, 1987). Heath (1981) proposed an ordered typology of ways

in which advisors could respond to students. Such exchange of timed and

timely information is effective only if tied to a relationship between

recipient and provider, in this case, advisee and advisor (Pascarella &

Terenzini, 1977b; Perry, 1970). Gardner (1986) described higher

education as a discipline in itself and the advisor, a mentor introducing

it. Finally, different subgroups may need different styles of

interventions. Feldman and Newcomb (1969) suggest interventions may need

to be harder hitting in professionally—oriented curricula such as

business schools where students enter with stronger vocational goals, a
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narrower concept of the college, and diminished openness to interaction

with the environment.

These six particular treatments were selected with one eye on theory

and the other on the practical possibilities of an advising center‘s

advisor-to-advisee ratio. For example, the proven value of small group

faculty advising sessions supplemented by peer advisors is not practical

or applicable to an advising center staffed by a few professionals and

graduate students serving over 300 students per advisor.

The first intervention for Groups II and III, a telephone call from

the advisor in Week 3, was selected to establish the advisor—advisee

relationship. The script (see Attachment A) for the calls was developed

to project psupport and friendliness (Beasley-Fielstein, 1986; Brown,

1972; Cunningham, 1985), top identify the advisor as a reliable and ——·~—

accessible expert (Tinto, 1987) to the advisee who wants to hear from an

authority (Perry, 1970), and to address short-range goals (Bostaph, 1977;

Forrest, 1986). This first intervention could best be classified as

developmental.

In the fourth week Groups II and III received a personal invitation

(see Attachment B) from the advisors to a meeting to share critical

registration information. This preventive intervention was designed to

continue the relationship with the advisor and to address a very practical

task, their first registration. The script for the meeting (see

Attachment C) includes the practical directives needed to permit academic

progress and provide support if there are problems (Earl, 1987).
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In Week 8, the third intervention, both developmental and

preventive, was a personal letter from advisors written to prepare

students for their first university final examinations and their first

official college vacation at home. This letter (see Attachment D)

addressed the integration of academic and personal issues, identified by

Thomas and Chickering (1984) and by Walsh (1979) as key to student growth.

At the same time, critical issues of autonomy (Chickering, 1969) and

environmental supports (Bean, 1982), both on- and off-campus, were

introduced.

During the first two weeks of the winter term, students in Group III

received the fourth intervention, a telephone call from their advisor

designed to assess their fall progress and performance. The script for

this call (see Attachment E), remedial and developmental in nature, was-

designed to assist freshmen with diagnosing their critical skills

(Trosen, Fouch, & Mossop, 1985), maintaining and adjusting realistic

goals (Blocher & Rapoza, 1981; Creamer, 1980; Crockett, 1986; Drum, 1980)

and with promoting more behavioral awareness (Crookston, 1972; Kramer &

Gardner, 1977).

In the fourth week of the winter term, students in Group III received

a personal letter (see Attachment F) from their advisor designed to

establish students' responsibilities for their academic experience.

Developmental in nature, this letter emphasized goal·setting (Bostaph,

1977; Blocher & Rapoza, 1981) and self-direction (Perry, 1970; Raimst,

1981), with upcoming registration as an example.
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The final intervention of the winter term was a meeting designed to

foster career awareness and promote career planning. The personal

invitation from the advisor during the seventh week followed by the

meeting itself the eighth week were planned to explore education and

occupational goals (Astin, 1977), to provide some reassurances about

uncertainty (Perry, 1970), and to provide some tasks students should

accomplish before summer (Crockett, 1986) (see Attachments G and H).

INSIRUMENTATION

At the beginning of the 1988 spring term all students in the original

sample who were enrolled were asked to complete two instruments at several

designated times (see Attachment O). Pace°s College Student Experiences

Questionnaire (CSEQ) (1979; 1983) was used to measure the involvement in

the university in both time (frequency of usage or participation) and

effort (amount of energy committed) as well as estimated progress on some

. objectives of higher education. The Advising Survey Form, (ASF) (Kramer

& Gardner, 1979) developed at the Center for Faculty Evaluation and

Development at Kansas State University, was used to measure desired

student development outcomes.

The college Student gggegienges gggggiognagge

The College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ) includes 14

quality of effort scales, each consisting of activities that include a
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variety of levels of effort from the student. Most scales offer ten such

activities to each of which the student responds (1) Never, (2)

Occasionally, (3) Often, or (4) Very Often. Thus, most scales result in

a score of 10-40. Seven of the scales involve facilities (e.g., library,

student union) and the other seven involve opportunities for experiences

at a university (e.g., experiences with faculty, student acquaintances.)

The test is recommended for use when the academic year calendar is 2/3

to 3/4 completed.

In a final part of the CSEQ, estimate of gains, students were asked

to assess their own progress in 21 questions which represent important

objectives of higher education in general (e.g. vocational training,

ability to function as a team member). The student selected one of four

responses: (1) Very much, (2) Quite a bit, (3) Some, or (4) Very little.

Two other parts of the CSEQ, College Writing_and Reading Activities and

Characteristics of the College Environment, were not germane to this

study.

Five independent quality of effort factors have been identified by

Pace and his students: Personal and Interpersonal Experiences; Group

Facilities and Opportunities; Academic Experiences; Science/Technology;

and Art-Music-Theatre. In the estimate of gains section, Pace reports

five independent factors: Personal and Social; General Education,

Literature, and Arts; Science and Technology; Intellectual Skills; and

Vocation.

Psychometric data on the instrument indicate the CSEQ is valid,

reliable, and discriminatory (Pace, 1984; Friedlander, 1981). The CSEQ
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was tested over three years at over 40 campuses on a sample of over 10,000

students. Reliability estimates for each of the effort scales ranged from

.79 to .90.

[be Advising Survey Form

The Advising Survey Form (ASF) was developed in response to the need

for evaluation of advisor behavior. Applying the logic of teacher

evaluations which try to measure students° learning rather than students°

evaluations of teachers, they chose to measure not what the advisor did

but whether the advising helped (Cashin, 1979). Based on three

traditional areas of advising (academic, career, and personal concerns),

‘
the authors developed questions assessing advisor helpfulness and the

results of such helpfulness. Students were asked to respond to six

questions such as "I understand how to achieve my goals within this

institution" with a five-point scale 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly

agree.

The test was developed using 726 students and 78 advisors in ten

different four—year institutions. The correlation of outcomes with

positive advisor behaviors was .60 or better for each item.

Discrimination was successfully checked by asking advising administrators

to rank advisors; then outcomes of high-ranked advisors and low-ranked

advisors were scored. Further, outcomes were tested against importance

of item to be sure, for example, students who most wanted preparation for

a job did not necessarily report the most progress in that area.
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Expectations did not correlate highly with the overall evaluation. Gender

of student and year in school of the advisee did not appear to have an

impact on the items (Brock, Gardner, & Kramer, 1978). Reliability tests

using ten raters yielded average coefficients of .69.

Academic Records

In addition to these two instruments which all students were asked

to complete, the academic records of students were reviewed to measure

persistence and progress toward degree. Student advisor logs were

available for recording the number of visits and possible unobtrusive

measures.

ßeasures of Igdividual Igtervegtiong

Within one week of each intervention 15-20 students of each of the

group(s) receiving the intervention were contacted in an effort to assess

the impact of that particular intervention. See Attachments I, J, and K

for the follow-up calls to the three fall term interventions and

Attachments L, M, and N for the follow-up calls to the three winter term

interventions. No student was contacted about a particular intervention

more than once each term. As noted above in the introduction, although

the focus of this study was clearly on the summative impact of the

interventions across one or two terms compared to no interventions,
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evaluation of individual interventions was included to provide useful

insights.

SUMMARY OF VARIABLES

The dependent variables listed below from the above scales and

instruments were used in the study.

ACADE§IC AQHIEYEME§I:

1) Academic pcrsiatancc - Each student°s score using a six-point

scale at the beginning of the spring term and a nine·point scale at the

beginning of the subsequent fall term. The scale was as followsz 0 =

withdrew during first six weeks (resignation period) of fall term; 1 =

withdrew during fall term after sixth week; 2 = withdrew following fall

term but before winter term; 3 = withdrew during first six weeks of winter

term; 4 = withdrew during winter term after sixth week; 5 = withdrew

following winter term but before spring term; 6 = still enrolled beginning

of spring term (spring measure) and 6 = withdrew during first six weeks

of spring term (fall measure); 7 = withdrew during spring term after sixth

week; 8 = withdrew following spring term but before subsequent fall term;

and 9 = still enrolled subsequent fall term.

2) Academic prcggesa - Each student°s score, using one point for each

of the 12 required courses that was passed and not repeated from fall and

winter terms, in the measurement at the beginning of spring term, and

using one point for each of the 18 required courses that was passed and
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not repeated from fall, winter, and spring terms in the measurement done

at the beginning of the subsequent fall term.

Since academic averages were available in the same student records,

each student°s cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) was recorded at the

end of the fall and winter terms and at the end of all three freshmen

terms, fall, winter, and spring.

3) intcllectual gaigs - Each student°s total score on four CSEQ

items: ability to think analytically, quantitative thinking, ability to

put ideas together, ability to learn on one°s own. Students are asked

to assess their progress in four areas using the scale very little, some,

quite a bit, or very much, with scores of 1 through 4 respectively.

4) Each student's total score

on the four CSEQ scales: Personal Experiences, Student Acquaintances,

Topics of Conversation, and Information in Conversation. Responses to

these 38 questions are answered never, occasionally, often or very often

with scores of 1 through 4 respectively.

5) Academic Experiences - Each student°s total score on the four CSEQ

scales: Library Experiences, Experiences with Faculty, Course

Experience, and Experience in Writing. These 40 questions have responses

and scores as noted in variable 4 above.

6) Eegcoggl-Socigl Gaigs - Each student's total score on five CSEQ

items: developing your own values, understanding yourself, understanding

and getting along with others, ability to function as a team member, and
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developing good health habits and fitness. These five questions have

responses and scores as noted in variable 3 above.

7) Adyising outcomes - Each student°s scores on the six ASF questions

(confidence in pursuing program, preparation to seek job or pursue further

study, ability to handle personal problems, achievement of goals within

the institution, importance of advising, effort put into advising.) Each

item is scored l through 5, strongly disagree through strongly agree,

respectively.

For the measures of the individual interventions, the responses to

the follow—up questions were compared. One question, if the specific

intervention made students feel someone cared about them, was common to

all intervention follow-ups. See Attachments I through N.

The independent or classification variable was the assigned group,

I, II, or III, as noted above. Since the follow-up calls to evaluate the

individual interventions could be interpreted as interventions

themselves, subdivisions of the two groups receiving calls were

considered as well.

The pattern of interventions is illustrated below. Group I received

no interventions; Group II, three during the first term only; and Group

III, the same as Group II plus an additional three during the second term.
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Group I Group II Group III
Intervention

First term

1. Telephone call of
introduction,
week 3 X X

2. Registration
meeting, week 5 X X

3. Letter about exams
and vacations,
week 9 X X

Second term

4. Telephone call of
assessment, week 2 X

5. Responsibility letter,
week 5 X

6. Career awareness
meeting, week 7 X

The scores of students in these three groups were compared on the

seven dependent variables as illustrated below, and records of their

visits to advisors were recorded on advisor logs in individual files.
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Group I Group II Group III
No Three Six

Interventions Interventions Interventions

Academic variables
1) Persistance X X X
2) Progress X X X
3) Intell. gains X X X

Involvement variables
4) Pers.-Interpers. X X X
5) Academic exp. X X X

Developmental variables
6) Pers.-Social Gains X X X
7) Advising Outcomes X X X

Record of visits X X X

Following each intervention a small group of 15 to 20 students from

each group receiving that intervention were called and asked questions

about the effectiveness of that particular intervention. As noted below,

students in Group II who received the first three interventions were in

one of four possible follow-up call categories, and students in Group III

who received all six interventions were in one of seven possible follow-up

call categories.

Group II Group III
Three Six

Interventions Interventions

Call Category

No call X X
Call after 1st intervention X X
Call after 2nd intervention X X
Call after 3rd intervention X X
Call after 4th intervention X
Call after 5th intervention X
Call after 6th intervention X
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Permission for all contacts with the subjects, access to records,

and use of advisors° time on interventions was granted by the Dean of the

college. Students were asked to take the CSEQ and ASF by invitation of

the Dean at one of four established times spring term (see Attachment 0).

Students who did not complete the two instruments at one of these sittings

were to be contacted with a follow-up letter (see Attachment P) and

telephone call, if needed, in order to reschedule.

DATA ANALYSIS

By agreement with the author of the CSEQ, all completed forms were

sent to National Computer Systems in Iowa City, Iowa, for processing.

The researcher received a tape containing the responses for analysis, and

the Higher Education Research Institute in Los Angeles also received the

data.

By permission of the Director of the Center for Faculty Evaluation

and Development, Kansas State University (see Attachment Q), the

researcher used and analyzed the advising outcomes questions from the ASF.

In exchange, the researcher agreed to indicate the Center as the source

of the questions and send a copy of the dissertation to the Center.

In order to answer the first research question regarding the

potential effect of the interventions, the scores of the three groups were

compared on the seven dependent variables using analysis of varience.
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Orthogonal linear contrasts were used to compare the two experimental

groups with the control group. _

In order to answer the second research question regarding the effects

of the duration of the interventions, the scores of the two experimental

groups were compared on the seven dependent variables. Orthogonal linear

contrasts were used to detect differences between those students

receiving three interventions in one term (Group II) and those receiving

six interventions in two terms (Group III).

In order to measure the possible impact of office visits on each of

the dependent variables, the number of office visits of each student was

tallied from advisor logs in each student file. The correlation of this

number of visits with each of the dependent variables was determined.

Since follow-up calls to Groups II and III may have had an impact

on the dependent variables, subgroups of the two experimental groups were

compared on the non-CSEQ variables. Members of Group II received no

follow-up calls or calls after Interventions 1-3. Members of Group III

received follow-up calls after Interventions 1-6. Three analyses were

done: a one-way ANOVA of Group II across the first four follow-up

possibilities for Group II; a one-way ANOVA of Group III by the seven

follow-up possibilities for Group III; and a two-way ANOVA of group and

follow-up possibility.

To answer the third research question about the relative response

to the six interventions, scores were tallied to the follow-up questions

using the scale Yes=l, No=O (Attachments I-N). One question, "Did this

Ligtegyggtiggl make you feel someone cared about you?", was common to all
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six fOl].OW'\1p calls. The average 1'eSpOI1Se pet peISO1’1 to this q11eStiOI1

Was compared &CIOSS the six iI1teIVeI1tiOI1S; 8.1*1d the 8.VeI&ge total SCOIeS

per person on the other fo1low—up questions were compared, using loglinear

analyses (Hinkle, McLaughlin & Austin, 1988; Kennedy, 1983).
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RESULTS

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Of the 300 students originally chosen for the sample, 286 enrolled

in the fall term. Eleven students withdrew from the University or changed

majors within the fall term and one more, between fall and winter terms.

During the winter term eight students withdrew and another six changed

majors. These enrollment patterns are described below:

Group I Group II Group III Total Sample
Original Sample 100 100 100 300
Beginning of Fall Term 99 92 95 286
Beginning of Winter Term 98 87 89 274
Beginning of Spring Term 94 81 85 260
% of 260 36.1 31.1 32.7

Academic Persistence (Variable 1) and Academic Progress (Variable

2) were measured on these groups of students. Since academic grades were

available in the same student records, these data were collected as well.

Although the institution permitted freshmen to remove up to six credit

hours of grades of D+, D, D-, and F from their overall grade average, only

the original grades were considered. For the 121 students who had such

grades removed, the unaltered grade point average was recalculated by hand
g

and used.

The 260 students enrolled spring term were invited to take the CSEQ

and ASF (Variables 3-7); the number of usable responses to the initial

invitation are noted below.
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Responses Return Rate
Group I 64 of 94 68.1 %
Group II 55 of 81 67.9%
Group III 56 of 85 65.9%

Total I75 of-£60 67.3%

Four responses from Groups I and II had to be discarded since these

students had attended one or both of the meeting interventions intended

only for Groups II and III. Since the number of responses in each group

was more than the minimum per group for statistical power, and since the

response rates were sufficiently similar not to interfere with subsequent

statistical tests, no follow-up calls were made to gather more responses.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test scores of all subjects were collected

· and compared among the three groups at three different stages. Such

comparisons served as one measure of pre-existing differences among the

three groups despite random selection and assignment to groups and

treatments. The comparison also served as a check on possible differences

among the groups after some students withdrew and after some students did

not take the CSEQ and ASF. There were no significant differences among

the mean SAT scores of the three groups at the time the original 300 were

chosen, at the end of winter term when 260 students were enrolled, or at

the time of the CSEQ and ASF administration when 175 students responded.
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THE IMPACT OF INTERVENTIONS ON ACADEMIC AREAS

Table l contains the means, standard deviations, and probabilities

of test statistics on the three variables in the academic area (Academic

Persistence, Academic Progress, and Intellectual Gains) and Grade Point

Average. The first probability of a test statistic is from the

appropriate analysis of variance among the three groups, noted I vs. II

vs. III. The second probability of a test statistic is from the

orthogonal contrast between the control group and the two experimental

groups, noted I vs. II and III.

Academic Eersistencc Qyagiablc 1], As noted in the first two rows

of Table 1 there were no significant differences among the three groups

on Academic Persistence, a measure of continued enrollment at the end of
l

winter (Persist2) and spring (Persistß) terms as described on p. 37 above.

Given the possibility of finding at least one significant difference using 4

the .05 level across 28 comparisons, there was a significant difference

between the control group and the two experimental groups at the end of

spring term (p = .037); the control group, I, was more persistent than

II and III.

Acaaemic Rgcggeaa Qyagiablc Z), As noted in the third through fifth

rows of Table 1, there were no significant differences among the three

groups on Academic Progress, a measure of required courses completed, at

the end of fall, winter, or spring terms; nor did the two experimental

groups differ from the control group.
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TABLE 1
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND PROBABILITIES

OF TEST STATISTICS ON ACADEMIC VARIABLES

Group I Group II Group III
n n n

mean mean mean
Varlable s.d. s.d. s.d.

PERSlST·2 99 92 95 .1428 .0555.9394 5.6957 5.6211
.6030 1.2902 1.4672

PERSIST-3 95 91 94 .1072 .0378.8105 8.3626 8.2872
.9598 2.0359 2.2463

PROGRESS·1 98 88 89 .1553 .067
5.5816 5.7045 5.7640

.7451 .5903 .6220

PROGRESS·2 98 87 89 .2806 .17411.2347 11.3563 11.4944
1.2419 1.0888 .9668

PROGRESS-3 94 81 85 .7339 .220
16.7872 16.8025 16.9647
1.7833 1.6234 1.4916

GPA~1 98 88 89 .2640 .689
2.4860 2.4425 2.5936
.6856 .6415 .5634

GPA-2 98 87 89 .5777 .3452.4732 2.5256 2.5667
.6031 .6509 .5808

GPA·3 94 81 85 .7383 .4402.4488 2.5296 2.5164
.7199 .7781 .7367

GNINTELL 64 55 56 .3726 .222
10.825 10.509 10.207
2.352 2.391 2.497

-GNANALY 64 55 56 .4425 .190
2.703 2.556 2.552

.728 .691 .753

-GNQUANT 64 55 56 .3632 .597
2.365 2.396 2.207
.747 .743 .789

-GN$YNTH 64 S5 56 .1164 .176
2.734 2.685 2.465
.716 .722 .754

~GNINQ 64 55 56 .6136 .537
3.000 2.870 2.983

.777 .753 .737

VISITS 98 87 89 .8670 .6CX]
1.5714 1.4828 1.4607
1.4922 1.3628 1.6518
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Grade Point Ayerage. As noted in the sixth through eighth rows of

Table 1, there were no significant differences among the three groups on

Grade Point Average at the end of fall, winter, or spring terms and no

significant differences between the control group and the experimental

groups.

Intellectual Gains iyariablc 3). As noted in the ninth through

thirteenth rows of Table 1, there were no significant differences among

groups on Intellectual Gains or any of its four subscales, (ability to

think analytically, quantitative thinking, ability to put ideas together,

ability to learn on one's own), as measured on the CSEQ; and there were

no significant differences between the control group and the two

experimental groups. The control group had a higher score than Group III

on all four subscales. ·

Impact cf yialta, As noted in the last line of Table 1, there were

no significant differences among groups on the number of visits, nor did

the students in Groups II and III visit an advisor more or less often than

students in Group I. Table 2 includes the correlations between the first

two academic variables, grade point average, and the number of visits

initiated by the student to the advisor during the first two terms. Table

3 includes the correlations between all the CSEQ variables and the number

of visits and the intercorrelations among the CSEQ variables and

subscales.

As noted in the last row of Table 2, the number of visits to see an

advisor had negative correlations with all persistence, progress, and

grade point average variables and a significant negative correlation with
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Academic Progress and Grade Point Average. Students with lower grades

and fewer completed courses had more self-initiated contacts with their

advisors. As noted on Table 3, there was no significant correlation

between number of visits and Intellectual Gains.

lmgagt gf follow-up calls. Table 4 indicates the means, standard

deviations, and probabilities of test statistics within Group II by the

different call status categories on the first two academic variables and

on grade point average. Students in Group II are in one of four

categories: received no follow-up call, or received a call after the

first, second, or third interventions. The first test statistic refers

to the analysis of variance among the four categories and the second one,

to the orthogonal contrast between those receiving no call (Category 1)

and those receiving a call (Categories 2-4).

Table 5 includes similar information for Group III. Students in

Group III are in one of seven categories: received no follow-up call or

received a call after the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, or sixth

,interventions. The first test statistic refers to the analysis of .

variance among the seven categories. The second test statistic refers

to the orthogonal contrast between those receiving no call (Category 1)

and those receiving a call (Categories 2-6); and the third, to uthe

orthogonal contrast between those receiving a call first term (Categories

2-4) and those receiving a call second term (Categories 5-7).

As noted in the next-to-last column of Table 4, within Group II there

were no significant differences among the four possible subgroups in

Academic Persistance, Academic Progress, or Grade Point Average.
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TABLE 4
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND PROBABILITIES

OF TEST STATISTICS ON PERSISTENCE, PROGRESS, AND GPA
BY FOLLOW-UP CALL CATEGORY WITHIN GROUP II

Category I Category 2 Caterory 3 Category 4
Call Call Call

No Call after 1st after 2nd after 3rd pt,„„_„

_n n n n
mean mean mean mean

Variable s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d.

PERSIST-2 33 19 19 16 --
-—

6.0000 6.0000 6.0000 6.0000
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

PERSIST-3 33 17 15 16 .0641 .049
9.0000 8.6842 8.5556 8.9375

.0000 .8201 1.0416 .2500

PROGRESS-1 33 19 19 16 .3444 .632
5.7576 5.5263 5.6842 5.8750

.5019 .7723 .6710 .3416

PROGRESS·2 33 17 15
l

16 .1071 .562
11.4545 10.8421 11.4211 11.6875

.8693 1.5005 1.1213 .7042

PROGRESS-3 33 17 15 16 .6191 .810
16.7576 16.4118 17.0667 17.0625

1.5213 2.0018 1.5796 1.4818

GPA-1 33 19 19 16 .8707 .995
2.4558 2.3765 2.4298 2.4558

.5561 .7821 .7309 .5383

GPA-2 33 17 15 16 .9786 .770
2.5505 2.5260 2.5163 2.5879

.5662 .8852 .6839 .4883

GPA-3 33 17 15 16 .6793 .542
2.5908 2.6528 2.3799 2.4127

.7076 .8213 .8703 .8195
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Similarly, as noted in the ninth column of Table 5, there were no

differences within Group III among the seven possible subgroups.

As noted in the last column of Table 4 and next-to-last column of

Table 5, there were no significant differences between those who received

a call and those who did not on any of the variables except two. Within

Group II, students who received a follow-up call were more persistent at

the end of spring term than those not receiving a call. Within Group III

students who received a follow-up call had a higher spring term Grade

Point Average than those students who had not received a follow-up call.

As noted in the last column of Table 5, within Group III there were no

differences between students who had been called fall term and those who

had been called winter term.

Table 6 contains the two—way ANOVA table by group (II and III) and

follow-up call category. In this analysis, there were no significant main

effects or interaction.
l

THE IMPACT OF INTERVENTIONS OE IHYOLVEMENT Iß [HE UEIYERSITY

Table 7 contains the means, standard deviations, and probabilities

of test statistics for two Quality of Effort scales: the Quality of

Effort into Personal-Interpersonal Experiences, Variable 4, and its four

subscales, Personal Experiences, Student Acquaintenances, Topics of

Conversation, and Information in Conversation; and the Quality of Effort

into Academic Experiences, Variable 5, and its four subscales, Library

Experiences, Experiences with Faculty, Course Experiences, and Experience
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TABLE 6
RESULTS OF TWO-WAY ANOVA

ON PERSISTENCE, PROGRESS, AND GPA
BY GROUP AND FOLLOW-UP CALL CATEGORY

¤~T¤¤^¤T¤¤~

PERSIST-2 --- -·- --· --- ·•· ·--
PERSIST-3 1.008 .317 1.667 .130 1.610 .189

PROGRESS-1 .302 .583 .556 .765 .795 .499

PROGRESS-2 .006 .937 .560 .762 1.290 .280

PROGRESS-3 .000 .989 .843 .539 .809 .491

GPA-1 .034 .854 .899 .497 .701 .553

GPA-2 1.203 .274 1.078 .378 .367 .777

GPA-3 .278 .598 1.067 .385 1.637 .183
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in Writing. Similar to Table 1, the first test statistic refers to the

analysis of variance among the three groups; the second refers to the

orthogonal contrast between the control group, Group I, and the two

experimental groups, Groups II and III.

Eersonal—IntgrpersonaI Expegiemces amd Acaggmig Experiences. As

noted in the next-to-last column of Table 7, there were no significant

differences among the three groups on the Quality of Effort into

Personal-Interpersonal Experiences Variable (QEINTPER), or on the Quality

of Effort into Academic Experiences Variable (QEACADEM), both measured

by the CSEQ. However, on one subscale, Personal Experiences (QEPERS),

Group III scores were significantly higher than Group II.

As noted in the last column of Table 7, there were no significant

differences between Group I and the two other groups on these two scales.

However, on two subscales, significant differences were found. On the

Student Acquaintances scale (QESTACQ), Group I was significantly higher

than the other two; and on the Library Experiences scale (QELIB), Group

I was significantly lower than the other two. On the four Academic

Experiences subscales, there appeared to be no pattern.

Impact of Visits, As noted in the last line of Table 3, the number

of visits students paid to the advisor during the first two terms had no

significant correlation with the responses to these two involvement
4

variables. Further, as noted in the last line of Table 7, students in

the three groups did not differ significantly in the number of visits to
l

the advisor, not did Group I visit an advisor more or less often than

Groups II and III.
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TABLE 7
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND PROBABILITIES

OF TEST STATISTICS ON INVOLVEMENT VARIABLES

Group I Group II Group III
n n n

mean mean mean
Variable s.d. s.d. s.d.

QEINTPER - 64 55 56 .1076 .286
78.766 74.204 78.870
11.402 14.648 13.666

-QEPERS 64 55 56 .0021 .649
22.375 20.333 23.701
4.661 5.179 5.178

-QESTACQ 64 55 56 .1370 .047
25.984 24.074 24.275

5.452 6.071 5.837

·QECONTPS 64 55 56 .7539 .688
29.375 28.741 29.363
4.300 5.720 5.299

-QECON|NF 64 55
l

56 .8654 .728
1.031 1.054 1.035

.1754 .299 .264

QEACADEM 64 55 56 .9538 .828
88.377 88.200 87.719
10.989 12.229 12.580

-QEL|B 64 55 56 .0811 .042
16.095 17.593 16.914

3.736 3.849 3.164

-QEFAC 64 55 56 .8891 .920
16.746 16.854 16.517
3.839 4.129 3.383

-QECOURSE 64 55 56 .5052 .294
28.935 27.961 28.421
3.995 4.644 4.694

-QEWR|TE 64 55 56 .5318 .467
26.828 26.660 25.896
4.739 5.125 4.553

VISITS 64 55 56 .1280 .814
2.3750 2.6909 2.1607
1.4086 1.5501 1.1406
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THE IMPACI OF INTERVENTIONS ON STUDENI DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES

Table 8 contains the means, standard deviations, and probabilities

of test statistics for the two student development outcomes: Personal

Social Gains, Variable 6; and the six Advising Outcomes, Variable 7.

Similar to Table l and Table 7, the first test statistic refers to the

analysis of variance among the three groups; and the second, to the

orthogonal contrast between the control group, Group I, and the two

experimental groups, Groups II and III.

Pe;sonal·§oc;al Gains. As noted in the first row of Table 8, on the

Personal-Social Gains Variable (GNPERSOC), as measured by the CSEQ, there

were no significant differences among the three groups. As seen in the

last column, there were also no significant differences between the

control group and two experimental groups, and there were no patterns

among the three groups on the five subscales, developing your own values,

understanding yourself, understanding and getting along with others,

ability to function as a team member, and developing good health habits

and fitness.

Advising Qutgomes, As noted in the next-to-last column of Table 8,

on the six ASF scales on Advising Outcomes, confidence in pursuing

program, preparation to seek a job, ability to handle personal problems,

achievement of goals within the institution, importance of advising, and

effort put into advising, there were no significant differences among the

three groups. As noted in the last column, there were also no significant

differences between the control group and the two experimental groups.
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TABLE 8
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND PROBABILITIES

OF TEST STATISTICS ON STUDENT DEVELOPMENT VARIABLES

Group I Group II Group III
n n n

mean mean mean
Varlable s.d. s.d. s.d.

GNPERSOC 64 55 56 .8932 .772
12.619 12.648 12.842
2.426 3.010 2.827

·GNVALUES 64 55 56 .9060 .787
2.078 2.073 2.035

.514 .572 .625

·GNSELF 64 55 58 .8880 .405
2.734 2.815 2.862

.761 .848 .783

-GNOTHERS 64 55 56 .3756 .819
2.906 2.830 3.034

.684 .841 .7940

—GNTEAM 84 55 58 .9787 .868
2.531 2.518 2.500

.776 .863 .863

-GNHEALTH 64 55 58 .8182 .539
2.333 2.407 2.431

.915 .921 .819

ASF VARIABLE ‘

·CONF 84 55 56 .2140 .103
2.2989 2.8lXD 2.4821

.8851 .9545 1.0089

·JOB 64 55 sé .4657 .220
2.2188 2.4lIX) 2.3750

.8446 .8300 .9451

-PERSPROB 64 55 56 .2825 .113
2.2031 2.5091 2.4286
1.1294 1.0519 .9882

·GOALS 64 55 58 .3597 .182
2.4219 2.8909 2.5893

.9395 1.1201 1.0579
_

-GOODADV 84 55 58 .9257 .726
3.1250 3.1838 3.1984

.9512 1.0874 .9802

-EFFORT 64 55 58 .3783 .169
2.2500 2.4727 2.4288

.9759 .9399 .8498

VISITS 64 55 56 .1280 .814
2.3750 2.6909 2.1607
1.4088 1.5501 1.1406
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However, the rankings on five of the six were the same: students in Group

II had the highest scores, then students in Group III, then students in

Group I.

Impact of Visits. Table 9 lists the correlations of the six advising

outcomes with the number of visits students initiated to the advisor.

The correlation of the number of visits with the CSEQ variable

Personal-Social Gains was -.0863, p = .129, as noted on Table 3.

As noted in Table 3, visits to see the advisor during the first two

terms did not have a significant correlation with the Personal-Social

Gains scores. As noted in the last row of Table 9 there was a significant

negative correlation between the number of self-initiated visits to an

advisor and two of the subscales, GOODADV and WORKED. Students who

initiated more visits to the advisor were less likely to agree that good

advising was important to them or that they had put effort into advising.

Qgtegggy gf Eo11ow—up QQII, Table 10 contains the means, standard

deviations, and probabilities of test statistics within the subdivisions

of Groups II (by the different follow-up call categories) on the six

advising outcomes, Variable 7. Similar to Table 4, this table first lists

the students in Group II in the four possible categories: received no

follow-up call or received a call after the first, second, or third

interventions. The first test refers to the analysis of variance among

the four categories and the second one, to the orthogonal contrast between

those receiving no call (Category 1) and those receiving a call

(Categories 2-4). ·
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TABLE 9
CORRELATIONS OF ADVISING OUTCOMES AND VISITS

PERS- GOOD-
CONF JOB PROB GOALS ADV EFFORT

JOB .6115
p < .001

PERSPROB .3162 .3643_
p < .001 p < .001

GOALS .4066 .3245 .1438
p < .001 p < .001 p = .029

GOODADV .2761 .2712 .1067 .2474
p < .001 p < .001 p = .080 p < .001

EFFORT .3800 .3665 .3997 .3295 .3967
p<.001 p<.001 p<.001 p<.001 p<.001

VISITS .0652 -.0576 .0453 .1089 -.1853 -.2006
p = .196 p = .224 p = .276 p = .076 p = .007 p = .004
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TABLE 10
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND PROBABILITIES

OF TEST STATISTICS ON ADVISING OUTCOMES
BY FOLLOW-UP CALL CATEGORY

WITHIN GROUP II

Category I Category 2 Caterory 3 Category 4
Call Call Call

No Call after 1st after 2nd after 3rd

n n n n
mean mean mean mean

Varlable s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d.

CONF 22 12 9 12 .5194 .467
2.5000 2.4167 3.0000 2.6667
1.0118 .6686 .7071 1.2309

JOB 22 12 9 12 .8280 .761
2.3636 2.5000 2.5556 2.2500

.9021 .9045 .5270 .8660

PERSPROB 22 12 9 12 .8162 .999
2.5000 2.4167 2.3333 2.7500
1.1443 .9962 1.1180 .9653

GOALS 22 12 9 12 .1062 .845
2.6818 2.9167 3.2222 2.0833
1.1705 .9003 .6667 1.3114

GOODADV 22 12 9 12 .6333 .233
2.9545 3.3333 3.4444 3.1667
1.1742 .9847 .7265 1.1934

EFFORT 22 12 9 12 .2732 .500
2.5909 2.5833 2.6667 2.0000

.9591 .9962 .7071 .9535
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Table 11 contains similar information for students in Group III who

are in one of seven categories: received no follow-up call or received

a call after the first, second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth

interventions. The first test statistic refers to the analysis of

variance among the seven categories. The second test statistic refers

to the orthogonal contrast between those receiving ga call (Category 1)

and those receiving a call (Categories 2-6); and the third, to the

orthogonal contrast between those receiving a call first term (Categories

2-4) and those receiving a call second term (Categories 5-7).

_ There appears to be no impact of the category of follow-up calls on

the scores of the Advising Outcomes, although the sizes of the subgroups

are not equal. As seen in the last two columns of Table 10, there were

no differences within Group II among the four possible subgroups or among

those who received a call and those who did not receive a call.

Similarly, as noted in the last three columns of Table 11, within Group

III there were no differences among the seven possible groups, between

those who received a call and those who did not, or between those who

received a call first term and those who received a call second term.

Similar to Table 6, Table 12 contains the two-way ANOVA of scores

on the Advising Outcomes by group (Groups II and III) and follow-up call

category. The test statistic and probability are listed for the main

effects and interaction for each of the six Advising Outcomes.

The two-way ANOVA of scores on the Advising Outcomes scales analyzed

by call status and group yielded no significant main effects. Given the

probability of finding at least one significant difference using the .05
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TABLE 12
RESULTS OF TWO·WAY ANOVA

ON ADVISING OUTCOMES VARIABLES
BY GROUP AND FOLLOW-UP CALL CATEGORY

MAIN EFFECTS INTERACTION

CONF .782 .379 .730 .626 2.630 .054

JOB .000 .988 .749 .612 .916 .436

PERSPROB .058 .811 .240 .962 .160 .923

GOALS .334 .564 .605 .726 3.403 .021

GOODADV .232 .631 .480 .822 1.044 .376

EFFORT .327 .569 1.824 .102 .353 .787



level among the 18 comparisons, one significant interaction, as given in

the last column of the table, was found. As noted on Figure l, on the

question, "I know how to achieve my goals at Virginia Tech", students in

Group III who were called after the second intervention (registration

meeting) had much lower scores than anticipated, compared to Group II;

and students in this same group who were called after the third

intervention (letter about examinations and vacation) had much higher

scores than anticipated. Since the seven group sizes varied, so

dramatically, caution must be exercised in interpreting these results.

[HE IMPACT OF [HE DURATION OE INTERVE§[;ONS

Table 13 contains a summary of the test statistics and probabilities

on all variables for the orthogonal contrast of the two experimental

groups. The means and standard deviations for Groups II and III are

listed on Tables 1, 7, and 8. Group II received three interventions for

one term; and Group III, six interventions for two terms.

As noted in the last column of Table 13, there were no significant

differences between the two experimental groups on any' of the seven

variables. Group II was more persistent in both and winter and spring

terms (Variable 1), Group III had higher progress scores in all three

terms (Variable 2), and Group II had higher scores on five of the six ASF

Advising Outcomes scales (Variable 7). Otherwise no patterns were

observed.
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FIGURE 1

INTERACTION OF CALL STATUS AND GROUP
ON GOALS STATEMENT FROM ASF
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TABLE 13
TEST STATISTICS AND PROBABILITIES OF TEST STATISTICS

CONTRASTS OF GROUPS II AND lll
ON ALL VARIABLES AND GPA

Persistence after Winter .435 .664
Persistence after Spring .280 .780
Progress after Fall -.600 .549
Progress after Winter -.825 .410
Progress after Spring -.636 .525
GPA after Fall -1.585 .114
GPA after Winter -.446 .656
GPA after Spring .114 .909
Intellectual Gains -.660 .510

Personal-lnterpersonal Experiences 1.837 .068
Academic Experiences -.208 .835

Personal-Social Gains .371 .771
Advising Outcomes
Conüdence .655 .513
Job Preparation .151 .880
Personal Problems .400 .690
Goals .516 .606
importance of advising -.173 .863
Effort into advising .251 .802
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RESPONSE TO THE INTERVENTIONS

Loglinear Analyses

To answer the third research question, telephone calls were made to

small groups of students who had received the different interventions

(i.e. to 15-20 students in Group II after Interventions 1-3 and to 15-20

students in Group III after Interventions 1-6.) Each set of follow—up

questions contained the common question, "Did this [intervention] make

you feel someone cared about you?" and three to six additional questions

about the effectiveness of the particular intervention. See Attachments

I through N for the scripts of each follow-up call.

The data were scored using No = 0 and Yes = 1; each student had a

score (0 or 1) on the common question about caring. Each student also

had a score of 0 or 1 on the three to six additional effectiveness

questions on each intervention. A percentage-yes score was computed for

each respondent; for example, a student who answered yes to two of the

three questions specific to Intervention l would have a percentage-yes

score of .67. Since the sample size was small, and since the chi square

analyses have a minimum number of cell frequencies less than five, the

percentage-yes scores were recalculated into quartiles. Percentage-yes

scores of 0 through .25 were in the first quartile; .26 - .50, in the

second quartile; .51 - .75, in the third quartile; and .76 - 1.00, in the

fourth quartile. As an example, the aforementioned percentage-yes score

of .67 would be in the third quartile. Quartiles were the largest
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recalculation denomination that would permit the chi square test to be

computed.

Because of the categorical nature of the data, a loglinear analysis,

specifically the logit model, was used to test whether the six

interventions differed appreciably in the responses to the follow-up

questions (Kennedy, 1983). The model employs Fisher°s L2 chi statistic,

the likelihood ratio chi square, as the test of homogeneity.

Table 14 indicates the results of the loglinear analysis on the

caring question common in the follow—up questions to the six

interventions. The observed count is the number of yes responses. The

expected count was entered on the basis of the row and column totals.

For example, in response to Intervention 6, 15 students (two No and 13

Yes) were called and 14.71% of responses to all six interventions to the

common caring question were "No". Thus we would expect (15) (.1471) =

2.21 of the responses to Intervention 6 to be "No".

The residual, the difference between observed and expected outcomes,

is positive if the intervention had more responses in this category than

one would expect and negative if the intervention had fewer responses in

this category than one would expect. The standardized residuals (R)

permit interpretation of the differences: for example, if the absolute

value of the standardized residual (R) is greater than two, this cell is

a major contributor to the significant L2 (Haberman, 1973).

As noted in Table 14, there were significant differences among the

interventions on the common caring question (L2 = 16.68008, p = .005).

The responses to the caring question were high (67% to 100%) for all
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interventions. As noted in the last column, Intervention 1 (the

introductory phone call) had fewer positive caring responses than

anticipated (E = 2.9347) and Intervention 5 (the letter about

registration) had more positive caring responses than anticipated (R =

-1.4852).

Table 15 contains the results of the loglinear analyses of responses

to the effectiveness questions. Similar to Table 14, the observed count

is the percentage-yes response by quartile; and the expected count was

entered on the basis of the row and column totals. For example, 40

students (one in the first quartile + seven in the second + 17 in the third

+ 15 in the fourth) were called after Intervention 1; and 3.53% of the

responses to all six interventions were in the first quartile. Thus, one

would expect (40) (.035) = 1.41 of the responses to Intervention 1 to be

in the first quartile. The residual, the difference between observed and

expected outcomes, is positive if the intervention had fewer responses

in this quartile than one would expect. The standardized residuals (B)

are used to interpret the differences, as noted above.

There were significant differences among the effectiveness

questions, as noted at the bottom of Table 15 (L2 = 72.45918, p < .001).

Intervention 1 (introductory call) had more Quartile 3 responses than

expected (standardized residual = 3.1820). Intervention 2 (registration

meeting) had fewer Quartile 2 and 3 responses than anticipated

(standardized residual = -2.2232 and -2.1213 respectively) and far more

Quartile 4 responses than anticipated (standardized residual = 2.7392.)

Conversely, Intervention 3 (letter about examinations and vacation) had
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far more Quartile 1 and 2 responses than anticipated (standardized

residual = 2.1783 and 3.2742 respectively) and far fewer Quartile 3

responses than expected (standardized residual = -2.8284).

Three different formats were used: Interventions 1 and 4 were calls,

2 and 6 were meetings, and 3 and 5 were letters. There appears to be no

trend in perceived caring among formats; although both letters had more

yes°s than expected, the standardized residuals were relatively small

(.4935 for Intervention 3 and .6167 for Intervention 5). In response to

the effectiveness questions specific to the Intervention, the two

meetings had fewer low-quartile negative standardized residuals; i.e.

they had fewer low scores than one would expect. If one adds the two upper

quartile scores by format, the most effective were calls and the least,

letters.

The second term interventions, 4-6, had higher average standardized

residuals on the "Yes" response than first-term interventions 1-3.

Similarly, the second term interventions had higher average upper two

quartile responses than first-term upper-two quartile responses.

The number of responses in each group is not equal, thus caution must

be exercised in interpreting the data. Forty-responses, 25 and 15 each

from Groups II and III respectively, were collected following

interventions 1, 2, and 3; and 20, 15 and 15 were collected from Group

III after interventions 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
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Additional Observations

A log was kept of all non-solicited responses to follow-up questions,

and the comments were categorized. In the 170 calls, 42 students made

comments about the particular intervention or the overall program.

Over 4/5 (35) of these were categorized positive. About half of

these unsolicited positive comments (18) addressed the positive impact

on their orientation to the university. Typical of this category were

comments such as "Yours was the first friendly call I had on campus" and

"I was afraid I would be a number, but the letter made me feel someone

knew me." Another ten positive comments addressed the positive impact

on other students. Examples included "My roommate who°s a (non-business)

major wishes she had had a registration meeting" and "I gave my friends

who's a (non-business) major lots of summer job tips after the meeting."

‘ Four of the positive responses mentioned the positive impact on family

members. One student said, "My parents read the letter on vacations and

really appreciated it;" and another reported, "My brother who's a junior

at [a smaller university] cou1dn°t believe you called me to discuss my

[poor] grades." The final three positive comments addressed the impact

of the timeliness. One student said of the exam hints, "The letter came

just when I needed it. I changed my whole study plan and I did better

than I thought I would."

Four of the remaining seven comments could be categorized as critical

of the intervention or overall program. Examples are "It was just another

form letter" and "It's not fair that I got invited to the meeting but (my
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business major roommate) did not." 'I'he remaining three were questions

about the interventions: "Why did I get called by my advisor when (friend

who is in business) did not?" "will you call me every month?" and "Could

I help do this for freshmen next year?"
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DISCUSSION

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

Although over one-third of all colleges and universities have

advising centers staffed by non-faculty, often with advisorzadvisee

ratios of 1:300 or more, existing research does not include systematic

investigations of the impact of routine interventions of advising

centers. Previous studies have focused on student satisfaction with

individual advisors, the relative merits of various delivery systems,

subgroups of students with special advising needs, and special

faculty-sponsored advising programs such as freshman courses in the

university. Unlike the existing research, this study centered on advising

outcomes, not satisfaction with the process; specific interventions based

on developmental theory from an advising center, not the merits of a

center vs. traditional advising; an entire white freshman class, not a

specialized subgroup; and non-faculty advisor interventions, not programs

available only to faculty advisors. The purpose of this study was to

assess the impact of academic advising center interventions on freshman

academic achievement, involvement in the university, and certain

developmental outcomes.

The conceptual framework for the study was developed from a variety

of sources. The theories of Murray (1938), Stern (1964) and Paul (1980)

emphasized the potential of individual environment interaction; while
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Glennen (1976), Pascarella and Terenzini (1977a), and Endo and Harpel

(1982), among others, have characterized student-college interactions.

The use of interventions as catalysts for promoting such interaction are

best noted by Morrill, Oetting, and Hurst (1974) and Tinto (1982); and

the developmental theories of Stern (1966), Chickering (1969), and Gordon

(1981) point to the freshman year as the pivotal one for the

implementation of such theories. Using the concepts of developmental

academic advising (Crookston, 1972; O°Banion, 1972; Winston & Sandor,

1984b), Crockett (1984) and Habley and McCauley (1987) operationalized

and evaluated the various advising delivery systems. The studies of Astin

(1977), Grites (1977), Chickering and Havighurst (1981), and Terenzini,

Pascarella, and Lorgan (1982), among others, have identified specific

areas of potential impact for advising interventions.

The College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ) developed by

Pace (1979; 1983) was used to measure the involvement in

personal—interpersonal experiences, involvement in academic experiences,

intellectual gains, and personal-social gains. The Advising Survey Form

(ASF) developed by Kramer and Gardner (1979) was used to measure desired

student development outcomes. Academic records were obtained for grades,

academic persistence, and academic progress (number of required courses

passed) toward the degree; and advisor logs were reviewed for recording

the number of visits a student initiated to the advisor. Also, following

each intervention a small group of students were called for an assessment”

of that particular intervention, relative to the goals of that

intervention.
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A random sample of 300 freshmen was selected from 628 freshmen in a

college of business; and these 300 were randomly assigned to one of three

treatment groups: a traditional advising center (Group I); an additional

three interventions during the first term (Group II); and an additional

six interventions, three the first term and three the second (Group III).

Academic persistence, progress, and grade point averages were collected

on the sample. From the 260 students still enrolled at the beginning of

the third term, 175 (67.3%) usable responses were collected to the College

Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ) and Advising Survey Form (ASF);

the response rate ranged from 65.9% to 68.1% for each of the three groups.

EINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

‘
Few significant differences were found among the three groups (I vs.

II vs. III), between the no·intervention group and the two groups

receiving interventions (I vs. II and III), or between the two groups

receiving interventions (II vs. III). This is not entirely surprising

since behavioral outcomes are complex in origin and since the measurement

of advising outcomes is relatively new and inexact. Morever, some facets

of the evaluation could not be controlled to the extent one might wish.

For example, Group I, the "control group," could not ethically be deprived

of advising assistance since these students shared the same contract with

the university as students in the other groups. Nor could one control

all the sharing inherent in the students' living with one another; the
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letter interventions or information given in telephone call interventions

could easily be shared with residence hall friends, classmates, etc.

Nevertheless, many precautions were taken. The sample size and

response rate were sufficient to guarantee the power to detect

differences, were they to exist. Further, the pre-existing variable of

academic aptitude, as measured by scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test,

was eliminated as a contributing factor through comparisons of the scores

of the sample and of the questionnaire respondents.

Two other factors were studied as possible contributors---visits to

the advisor and follow-up calls to evaluate the intervention. Could the

sheer number of student-initiated contacts with a non-faculty advisor

contribute to differences on the variables, as it was suggested with

faculty contacts (Astin, l977)? The number of visits among the three

groups did not vary, and the number of visits had a significant

correlation with only two of the variables. Not surprisingly, academic

progress, grade point averages, and two ASF scales had significant

negative correlations with the number of visits. Students who had dropped

and failed required courses or were not doing well overall would be

expected to see their advisors for revised course selections, approval

on forms to eliminate low grades, permission to makeup coursework in

summer, and referrals for study skills help.

The follow-up calls to evaluate the six interventions might be

perceived as interventions of their own. Therefore, the responses on the

non-CSEQ variables were compared three ways---across the interventions

after which they were called, by being called vs. not being called, and
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by the term in which they were called. Two significant differences were

found. Students in Group II who received a call were significantly more

persistent after spring than other members of Group II who did not receive

a call. This significant result may be explained simply by the fact that

those who had left could not be called. Secondly, students in Group III

who received a call had significantly higher grades after spring than the

students in Group III who did not receive a call. No obvious reason

appears for this second significant result. However, only four students

were in the group receiving no call.

Further, a two-way analysis of variance was conducted on all non-CSEQ

variables using the independent variable, Group (II or III) and the

Follow-up Call Category (Category 1 - 4 for Group II, and Category 1 · 7 _

for Group III.) This analysis yielded one significant result, the

interaction between Group and Call Category on the ASF question, "I know

how to achieve my goals at Virginia Tech." Among Group III students, '

those called after the second intervention (registration meeting) had

lower scores than expected and those called after the third intervention

(letter about exams and vacation) had higher scores than expected. There

is no obvious explanation why members of Group III responded differently

than their cohorts in Group II who were called at the same time, when both

groups received the identical invitations, attended the same meeting,

received the same follow-up calls, and responded to the same ASF question

about goals.
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ßesearch Question 1: Do the integventions have an impact . . . on the

Academic variables?

Analysis of variance yielded no difference among the three groups

on academic persistence, academic progress, grade point average, or

intellectual gains. There was only one significant difference among all

the contrasts of the no-intervention group, Group I, with the two

intervention groups, Groups II and III: students in Group I were more

persistent at the end of the third term than those in Groups II and III.

This finding was not expected since it did not support Enos (1983) who

is one of the few researchers who measured retention after just one year

and who found improved rates among students in universities where advising

was emphasized. Although the available withdrawal interviews of those

who did not persist yielded no obvious differences in reasons for leaving,

the groups receiving interventions may have been more aware of their

options to withdrawal and more comfortable exercising these options.

On the three measures of Academic Progress, the ranking of the groups

was the same: Group III had the highest number of courses passed, then

Group II, and finally Group I. At the end of all three terms, Groups II

and III also had higher grades than Group I. These two patterns are

consistent with similar studies on improved academic performance with

increased faculty-student contacts (Endo & Harpel, 1982; Glennen, 1976;

Pascarella & Terenzini, 1988a) and with increased emphasis on advising

in general (Bea1 & Noel, 1980; Glennen, 1987; Habley, 1981; Hutchins &

Miller, 1979).
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In the four subscales of Intellectual Skills Gains (Analytic Gains,

Quantitative Gains, Synthesizing Gains, and Inquiry Gains), Group I had

consistently higher scores than Group III. Although there is no known

similar study with which to compare these results, the higher ranking of

Group I was curious. Perhaps since the interventions often emphasized

preparation for future demands, students in Groups II and III may have

acquired a reduced opinion of the gains already made. Conversely, for

example, students in Group I who had not had the meetings and

conversations about the quantitative courses yet to come might have been

more impressed with the quantitative gains already acquired. Perhaps for

Group I, ignorance of the demands of the future put a blissfully inflated

interpretation on the present progress.

, . , on tge Involvement variables!

There were no significant differences between the quality of effort

into involvement in personal and interpersonal experiences or into

involvement in academic experiences; nor were there any statistical

differences between the non-intervention group and the two groups

receiving interventions. In both of these variables Group III had the

highest scores, then Group I, then Group II. There were no patterns among

the subscales of either scale. On one subscale, Personal Experiences,

Group III scored significantly higher than Group II. This one statistical °

finding would support the parallel studies on faculty advising which

showed increased involvement in the university with increased contact
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with faculty (Glennen, 1976; Terenzini, Pascarella, & Largan, 1982;

Stern, 1964).

There were significant differences between the no-intervention group

and the two intervention groups on two involvement subscales. Group I

was significantly higher than Groups II and III on the Student

Acquaintance subscale. Since Groups II and III had more formal contacts

with their advisors, they may have used them as their source of

information and did not have the need for more student contacts. The

finding that Group I was significantly lower on the Library Experience

Scale than the other two parallels the previously cited work on

involvement in the university when faculty contacts increased. Perhaps

the reason the difference appeared on this variable is the emphasis

advisors place on using academic resources and the relative newness of

other areas such as experiences with faculty.

, , . ou tue Student Develogmeug yguiaulesß

There were no significant differences among the three groups on

personal and social gains scale, in any of the five subscales, or in the

six outcomes scales of the Advising survey Form. Neither were there any

significant differences between the no—intervention group and the two

groups receiving interventions. There were no patterns among the

subscales of the personal and social gains variable. However, on five

of the six outcomes of the ASF, the one instrument designed to measure

advising outcomes, Group II had the highest scores, then Group III, then
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Group I; and among these six variables there were the greatest mean

differences, albeit not significant, between the no-intervention group

and the two groups receiving interventions. This pattern supports similar

studies on faculty advising which resulted in increased positive

self-concept (Grites, 1980) and development (Chickering & Havighurst,

1981), improved decision making (Janis & Mann, 1977) and increased value

of such skills (Ender & Winston, 1982). The pattern also supports the

critical nature of the first few weeks of the freshmen year (Gordon, 1981;

Stern, 1966).

Research Questiog 2: Does the dugation of these ;ntervgnti¤ns affect the

impact}

There were no significant differences between Group II who received

interventions for one term and Group III who received interventions for

two terms. Although other studies did not compare lengths of

interventions, some imply that the more contacts, the better (Kramer,

Arrington, & Chynoweth, 1985; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977a). Only Stern

(1966) hypothesized that impact beyond the first few weeks was

superfluous. These results do not support either of these perspectives.
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Research Question 3: Are particular interventions more successful than

others?

All six interventions had highly positive responses on perceived

caring; at least 2/3 of the respondents to each intervention said the

intervention made them feel someone cared for them. In both perceived

caring and effectiveness, the number of positive responses increased from

first term to second term. These findings are congruent with other

studies on the importance of concern and warmth in advising relationships

and the importance of a continuous relationship (Borgard, 1981; Drum,

1980; Jurich, 1984; Kramer, Arrington, & Chynoweth, 1985). Since the

telephone calls supported the maximum opportunity for behavioral

assessment and feedback, they elicited higher levels of perceived

effectiveness (Basil & Cook, 1974; Crookston, 1972; Trosen, Fouch, &

Mussop, 1985). The comparative effectiveness of the group meetings

supports other findings on the successful results of group meetings

(Jenkins, 1981; Lewis, 1972); and the particular success of the second

intervention, the registration meeting, illustrates the importance of

interventions arriving at critical decision points (Chickering, 1969;

Tiedeman & O°Harar, 1963).

IQPLICATIONS FOR PRACT;CAL APPLQOAILOQ

Given the lack of signficant differences among the three groups on

the seven variables, the practitioner receives no definitive command to
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implement such a program of interventions. However, three other findings

support such an implementation, if resources permit, at least for one

term. First, the one instrument designed to measure advising outcomes,

the ASF, demonstrated the largest differences between the no-intervention

group and the two groups receiving interventions. Also, the evaluations

of the interventions were overwhelmingly positive; both the scored

responses and the unsolicited comments would support such a program.

Finally, the alternative of the traditional advising approach of waiting

for students to initiate visits was not effective either.

Student-initiated visits did not correlate significantly with

persistence, intellectual gains, the involvement variables, or the

student development variables. Merely waiting for the student to come

by will generally not be effective, and even when students did initiate

visits, there were no predictable,·positive consequences.

At least three directions are indicated for implementation in the

responses to the third research question. First, the meeting and

telephone call formats were better received than letters. These more
U

personal formats should be used whenever possible.

Secondly, both perceived caring and effectiveness had an apparent

cumulative effect. These increases occurred despite different formats,

content, and goals of the interventions. These findings parallel the

importance of the frequency of student-faculty contacts (Astin, 1977).

A practitioner, therefore, should implement a series of interventions

rather than a single one. .
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Finally, the practitioner should note again the overwhelmingly

positive responses to the perceived caring question. These responses

reaffirm the often—found point in retention and advising literature---the

pivotal importance of caring (Cunningham, 1975; Grites, 1981; Hardy,

1976; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977a; Polson & Jurich, 1981). The

practitioner must recognize the need to address the "how" one does

advising as well as the "what" and "when."

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

More connectedness of theory on advising is needed, especially in

role definition of advisor and advisee, expected outcomes, and

·relationships to other aspects of university life. The current body of

knowledge, perhaps best described as a patchwork of borrowings from other

fields, includes unarticulated assumptions about advisee expectations;

and outcomes are often described in imprecise terms such as achievement,

involvement, or growth. With more specific definitions of expectations

and outcomes, interventions could be more finely designed at more exact

critical decision points. Although needs exist both in faculty and

professionally-staffed center advising, there is a particular lack of

focus on the centers.

More research is needed on operationalizing advising outcomes and

developing instruments sensitive to these outcomes: existing tools need

more exploration and new questionnaires and surveys need to be designed.

At the time this study was proposed, letters to authors of related studies
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often yielded self-designed questionnaires which had not been tested

beyond face validity. Unless such instruments are developed and tested

further, researchers collect data in vain.

Other factors important to advising outcomes need identification and

exploration. Information on students beyond just class, race, and

academic aptitude might be helpful in explaining the broad range of

advising outcomes as they are currently described. Would it matter if

students had declared a major, were living in a special freshmen-support

residence hall, had a part-time job, wanted to be at that school/in that

major, had educated parents/older siblings, or were enrolled in workshops

on career choice or study skills? Including factors such as these might

provide clues into a model of the various factors that predict academic

achievement, involvement, and student development.
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A'l'!‘ACllH£h'T A

DIRECTIONS FOR CALLS

I. Look up phone number on IHS (UNDGADH-Deesogrophlc) end write ln on listto right of lest column. (Please keep lists es ueet es possible.)
2. Pull student flle eo that you have yellou log sheet handy.
3. Script:

Thls ls .Ull!.l_ free the college of Suslness Advlslng center lnPeeolln Hell. How ere you thls

se celllng to check on your pregrese end reelnd you of our edvlslngservlcee. How ere your clesses golng? Heve you been ettendlngl lethe hoeework understenoeblel

lf red letter Il) prlnted next te nene: Thls enter you lndlcetedyou were lnterested in I.Z.l_. I uented to let you know thet {,1}
l 2 J

A Study Abrosd br. Schuetz ln the crenwell
center hes ell the lnforeetlon.
You cen cell hle et 9el—6527 or
welk over. The crenwell center
ls blhilld the treee off Hsehlngton
Street, neer ceeeell collsenn.

c co·op On Imdey, Hovener l, ‘
the co-op Offlce elll heve e
group lnforeetlon eesslen ln
ll! Hcbryde et 2 ll. lf you
cen't ettend thet eeetlng,
pleeee eee Hr. Tete, 2.52
Henderson Hell.

L Lecrosse Professor Joel Hechles
IHeh-clehel le orgenlzlng
e clm. Hls offlce meer
le 5el•53.51.

H Hejors ! could send eoee lnfo on
Iuslneee eejors or refer you to
the ¤e•n's Qfflce ln enother .

“
college.

P co¢u‘tere Profeesor In Hlcks ulll
be heppy to telk to you.
He le ln 222-Y Iurrues er you ‘
csn cell hle et 94,1-6591.

I Speed leedlng The coeneellng center
beglns e §·w•ek course Sept. 2Ith

. ln 151 Henderson Hell. cleeses
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”
-

neet INF et 10 or 2. Ilgnup
le ln 152 Henderson Hell.

I ÜYUUY Ik1l1e The Counseling Center cleeeee
begtn Iept. 22 Ior Oct. 5)
T. Th et 11 er 2. (October-hw et U.There uu! eleo be e •eee1on fer
etudying for ¤1dt•r•e October 13
et 6 ING one for f1.ne1e Hav. 3 et
6. For eny o1 theee„ please etgnup in 152 Henderson Hell.

T T1ne
eenegeeent The Comeellng Center

hee eoee helpful hendoute ln 152
_

Henderson Hell

H writing skills The writing Center 1e loceted
in 126 Htllteee He1l end ls open
weelzdeye 9-neon end 1-6. Their
nsnoer le 961-5636 end you
do not need e feculty referrel·
for generel help.

The lueineee Advleing Center te open eech weekdey 9-6 except Tueedeyeornxnge. we're ln 28 Penpitn end you don't need en eppotnteent tesee en edvieor. l hope you'1l coee ln lf you heve eny queettone.

tune te eek enythlngl.

Cood luck thle fe11lI

6. On list, enter date of convereetion between first nene end ln/out4-
columne.

5. Enter notes on log eheet (Ex. 9/15 Celled etudent. Referred to co•op.Horried ebout cheeietry).

6. At end of your shift, pleese put the Het in the wood GTA eeilbox inJosn°e office.

7. Pleeee glve thle top prlortty efter well:-lne. The ce11e neet hecoepleted _by Iepteuer IO mich nenne 8 ¤•Q1•tedce11e/edvieerrweek.
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ATTACHMENT BVw Vj‘ TH1: s a PAMPLIN Q>lJ..EG£ or at.1str«tt:.sséf·tg2 ‘ Q VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Blnclrßarg, Virgruu 24061
omc: or THE ASSXSTANT DEAN i0•6 l·AMl·LtH HALL aol: www:

September 2G, 19¤7

John Doe
123 Main Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Dear John.

Although lt was tust three weeks ago that you began your ürst quarter, tt ls already tlme to plantor your next academic term October 5-13 is Winter Quarter Registration Week when you need tocomplete and submit your registration OPSCAN lorm.

The College ol Business Advlslng Center has scheduled group meetings to IIIIII some ol ourlreshmen with their winter registration. The sessions you should plan to attend are

Thursday, October 1, al 5:30 pm ln 129 McBryde

or

Monday, October 5, at 5:1) pm ln tw McBryde.
We wlll be there to distribute your winter OPSCAN form and Time Table, and we will presentlntormation on course alternatives, reglslretlon procedures, end unlverslty resources As we dis-cussed this summer at onentation, lt ls your responsibility to know the curriculum clarlg Eur ger-sonal plans (e g attendlng summer school, adlustlng the normal course load), end ghoose Eurcourses and schedule There wlll be plenty ol tlme tor individual questions. _
We hope to see you on October 1 or 5. ll you have anything you w•sh to discuss ln the meantime,please stop by 25 Pamplin weekdays 9·4 or call us at 961-6602.

Slncerely. '

AOVISING CENTER STAFF
Fred Drury Melvtn Jones
Judy Grover Joan Moore

r
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ATTACHMENT C

FRESHMEN MEETING AGENDA
10/1 6:30 pm and 10/5 5:30 pm

Distribute: OPSCANS
Sign-in sheet
Curriculum
Calendar

I. WELCOME - Assistant Dean

Purpose of meeting:
To share critical registration information
To reintroduce Advising Center staff

Reminders:
Upcoming deadlines to drop fall courses and to register for

winter
Resources on campus

Co-Op Information Session 11/1 2 pm 113 Mcßryde
Midterm Study Skills Session 10/13 4 pm Signup in 152

Henderson.
Writing Center 124 Williams, 9-noon and 1-4, Walk-in

Introduce Advisors

II. CURRICULUM REVIEW - Advisor

Pace 16 credits/quarter
University Core requirements
Planning for ACCT 1010
Honors English alternatives

III. USING THE TIME TABLE — Advisor
A

Selecting courses
Planning schedule
Completing forms

IV. QUESTIONSV. REMINDERS 1
Form due no later than 4 pm 10/13/87 in 28 Pamplin
Conclude formal. Raise hands for individual questions, advisor

will be there
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ATTACHMENT D
__ _ THL R a PAMPUN COILECL or IUSINES
0-

“1,_fg; VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
r%”';T‘\\'¢‘

' l
Blaclxburg, Virginia 2406]

Ol FICE OF THE AsStSl‘/INT DEAN ttm: PAMPLIN HALL (703: 9614:602
November 2, 1987

John Doe ‘
123 Main Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Dear John

Your first quarter ol unlversity llle IS nearly completed Congratulat1ons' As an advisor, l wantIo share with you some inlormalion and hints which have proved helplul to other new students as theyIace their hrst Iinat exams and their Iirst olliclal break lroni college studies
First, the dreaded linals November 16-20 is e tamination week Be sure you know when andwhere the exani IS given. and begin preparing now by planning your study tune Make a study rhartattoting needed time lo each subject and then stick to it lt you have any questions about the detailsol the exam, ask the Iaculty this week The enclosed hints tor preparing your exams should be helnlulto you

Then, your reward November 21-30 Is your well-descrved quarler break and Thahksglvlng hol-iday Most ol you will probably be jolning your Iamllles, perhaps tor the ltl’SI ume alnce you enrolledin September Sometimes that hrsl holiday back home ls not as joyous as you had hoped The rea-sons are varied and understandable, lt you think about them As a student whojusl completed exams,you arrtve home exhausted, your ideas about spendirlg ltme willi old and new Irlands may conlliclwith tamily axpectations, Iricnds and family may have changed since you tell, just as you havechanged.

How can you enjoy and renew yoursell as well as enjoy and renew relahonships'? My advice issimilar to that regarding linals begin preparing now "tiscuss with Iarnily and lriends how you wouldlike to spend your time, anticipate ways your probable lncreased Independence will ht ln or clash withprevious patterns, talk about all this in order to reduce shocks or cunllicls Everyone usually has thesame goal ot a good vacation and holiday lt is just the details which need attention
We advisors are taking a holiday November 21-29, too. but we will be hack again Monday, No-vember 30 ll you ttave any questions between now and the 2(llh, let me know Good luck on examsand enjoy your vacalionl Remember, winter classes begin Tiiesday December 1

Sincerely

ADVISING CENTER STAFF
Fred Drury Melvin Jones
Judy Gruver Joan Moon-

chc
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FIIPAIINO FO! FINAL IXAHXNATXONS

1. Know when and where the exan Is given. You would be surprfsed hownany students nIas their final because of sone kInd of nfs up onschedullng.

2. Know what°s important. Use the ayllabus and earlier tests to decidewhat the Instructor wants you to know from the course. Know theoverall course outllne and typlcal testing style. Know what the finalwIll cover end with what weight.

3. You only have so nuch time to learn all of American History, Calculusand Biology. Use the time to your best advantage: nake a study chartgivlng so nuch tfne to each subject. Plan early, so tlne Is not yourenemy. Allot extra tIne for subjects or topics In which you are week.
Q. Break up your subjects. Since you can't concentrate on one subjectfor hours on end, drop It and spend some tIme on another subject, thenreturn to the original subject.

Studattus
S. Subject netter Is often organlzed according to the process of sone-thing, the developuent of sonethtng, the history of sonething or theconparative relationshfps of several thlngs. Know the organIzetIonelaysten and nake your own charts, dIagrsms or tlne lines to help yousee the structure you are using.

6. lf a particular course Includes nany specific pofnts which you knowthat you nust nenorize, keep s card pack (J" x S") on which you haveplaced the spec1fIc points. Add to thIs pack as you progress throughthe eenester and ellnlnate cards fron It an you learn the facts.Carry the pack wIth you and thunb through then off and on durIng theday rather than to spend an hour or nore in one sitting tryfng tonenorfze the facts. Review all the cards hefore the examluatlon.
7. Reward yourself. For every hour of ggg] etudying (not Includlng re-readIng the aene sentence 15 tlnes), give yourself a IO-ninute break.
0. Eat well, dress well, sleep as nuch aa posslhle. On your study breakstake a walk, lIsten to nus1c•-whatever you enjoy dolng, es long asIt°s refreshing. Avoid breaks that turn Into dlstrections, auch ssTV er phone conversations.

9. Don‘t depend on study groups unless you and the others have alreadyetudfed the naterisl.

10. Give yourself s ftnal. Have sone orgsnfzed syeten for denonstratlngto yourself that you know the naterfal and can perform In the r•quIrednanner (solving problems, enswerfng questions, fornulatlng proofs or
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eessys). If you don°t know it in your room, you von't know it underpressure either.

ll. Relax for the half-hour before the test, talk to s friend, est asundee, run around the drill field screaming-·whatever relaxee you.
12. Panic is contagious. Stay away £ro• the source of contsgion--otheretudents. Don°t answer questions; lf you do, those answers nsy becoaetemporaily unsvailable when you need then.

Preparsd by your Advlsing Center Staff based on uaterials available inThe Learning Skills Lab, 151-G Henderson Hall.
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ATTACHHENT E

DIRECTIONS FOR CALLS
Deceaeber, 1967

l. Uee telephone dlrectory or IHS to obteln current nueber.

2. Pull etudent flle ao thet you heve fall gredee end yellow lo; eheet
hendy. Check the fell gredes to be eure which of the circunetences
below apply.

3. Scrlpt:
Thle le mgjl froe the College ef Iuemeee Advlelng Center ln
Fehplm Hell. Mou ere youthlel

¤ celllng to dlecuee your XIÖIIÄC progreee.

If etudent hed Congratuletlone on your excellent record.
e fall ICA of Feuer then _! of our freehhen hede Deen'eJ.l• or better: llet thle yeer.

lf e etudent hee I notlced you hed eohe trouble xlth
e

D•.
D. D- or Fr Lgublgggj. The Freeman Rule perhlte

you to drop e D6. D. D- or F froh your ICA.
Explein proceduree. Advise on repeete.

lf feuer then I notlced you cohpleted L houre.
lb houre our four—yeer currlculu plen IHCIUUII
coepletedz le houre eech freemen ouerter. Are you

plennlng to ettend eumer echeoll Expleln
elternetlvee, eeoeeter convereion lhpllcetlone.

_

lf overell ICA Leter thle honth the Aeeletent Deen ulll hell
le belou 2.0: you en lnforhetlon eheet on the ICDÖXÄC

ellglblllty you huet heet to evold bemg ¢·opp•d
et the end of eprlng ouarter. Thet letter elll
lnclude e forhula to celculete uhet ICA’e you need
xlnter end eprlng ouerter end provlde eohe
euggeetlone to lbrove your ICA. Explore _
ueekneeeee, needed repeete, eehester lhplicetlono
lf pece reduced, euener option.

lf ICA ebove 2.0 G It eppeere you ere rlght on treck
the proper le ln the currlculu end IIKÄHQ progreee
credlte comleteds touerd your degree.

V
Do you heve eny oueetlone ebout your coureee thle querterl

The luelneee Advlelng Center le open eech ueekdey 0-6. \Ie're ln lolne «
Fehplm. l hope you ulll drop ln lf you heve eny queetlone.

(T11 to eek enythlng.1

Good luck thle ouerter.

1 12



ATTACHMENT FW TML IL tt PAul·ut~t COLLEGE or BUSINESS
(E öl VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY&{·>.' '§1,t‘~‘

Blutlibarrg, Vrrgmia 2406I
0Fl·lC£ or THE ASbIST/ANT DLAN i0«„ PANPUN HALL •703i 96i«tu2

January 5 19Bu

Jane Doe
123 Main Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Dear Jane:

Welcome back Irom your Christmas holiday! Last summer when we mel lor orienlation, we re-viewed the responsibilitles ol an advisee, Do you remember some ol them? They included•
Clarltylng personal values and goals.•
Gathering all relevant decision-making intormatlon.•
Being knowledgeable about university policies, procedures. and requirements, and•
Accepting responsibility lor decisions

Registration tor spring quarter will be held January 12-19 t am writing to remind you ot yourresponsibulities in this process Flrst, review your goals lor the year and your progress to date Then.pick up your OPSCAN. Time Table and Semester Conversion ltll in the Pamplin Atrium beginningJanuary 11 Select classes lor spring which will bring you closer to your goals. In selecting classes,check the university core requirements (lull year ol calculus, science, and social science. complctionol English) as well as college requirements (4l quarter hours, ACCT 1010) Many ot you will have atree elective because ol your English placement. Explore' Have you considered a
m•r•or

or all theditlerent department: and courses available ln the Tlme Table?
By now you are probably teellng quite conlident about your lreshman currlculum course choicesHowever, there are many special clrcumslances and the Advising Center, 1046 Pamptm Hall, is openweekdays 9-4 tor you. Please drop tn ll you have any questions

Sincerely,

ADVISING CENTER STAFF
Fred Drury Melvm Jones
Judy Grover Joan Moore

cnc
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V
ATTACHMENT G

TM: A s vAMvuN 601.116: or IUSINLSS

(fg; VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
" Bleclxbarg, Vrrgmu 2406l

0H»1<.L or TML ASSISTANT DLAN 1o«„ PAMPLIN HALL <1o1¤s¤„1«1o2
January 22, 1988

Jene Doe
123 Msln Street
Blacksburg, VA 26060

Dear Jane:

Career planning 1: a critical part of your college life and there are in-
portent steps you as a freshman need to take. As you make plans for sunner °88,
you should look for opportunities thst help your career decision: and boost your
credentiels es an employee.

The R. B. Pamplin College of Business Advlslng Center has scheduled two
freshmen edviaing meetings to aasiet you in your career planning. The seasione
you should plan to attend are:

Monday, February 1, 6:00-5:00 pe, 1065 Panpltn Mall —

or
-- Thursday, February 6, 6:30-8:00 pe, 1065 Panplin Hall

Ve will have lnfornation on internshipa, suner jobs, and co—op aa well es hints
on resune-writing and lntervlewing. Even if you plan to be ln susner school
or will not be looking for a suesser job in business, there are steps you ahould
be taking to prepare for career decislona. Ue°ll have special advlce for you.

February 27 - March 6 is Virginia Tech': spring break, the nost conon tlae
for students to investigate and arrange su—er eeploynent. Be sure you are
well-prepared by jolning us the date or date.

Sincerely,

ADVISING CENTER STAFF
Fred Drury Melvln Jones
Judy Grover Joen Moore
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ATTACHMENT H

CAREER AHARENESS I PLANNXNG HEITING
February 1 end 6, 19Il

I. Intro'; and welcome - NBS (S minutes)

Il. Career planning models, emphasia on initial stagea
-

MG (15-20
minutes)

A. Self-Assessment · Exploration - Experience - Placenent

1. Uncertainty normal

2. Recycling through model

B. Career planning resources and events in The Counseling Center

Ill. Getting ready for a summer job - DC (15-20 minutes)

A. Skill assessment

B. Alternatives of co·op, Lnternships

C. Resume writing

D. Interviewing

E. Resources and events in The Placement Center

IV. Summer career planning regerdless of job
- NBS (10 einutes)

A. Requesting OTJ assignnenta

B. Volunteer additional hours elsewhere
’

C. Reading and research

D. Schedule interviews and visits

E. Make contacts

— F. Plan fall involvement

'
V. Advislng remlnders

VI. Questions and Answers

Presentors: MG, Counseling Psychologlst
DC, Placement Coordinator
NBS, Assistant Dean
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ATTACHMENT I

FOLLOWUP EVALUATION
INTERVENTION 1: INTRODUCTION CALLS

I am calling to ask your reaction to the call you received from a College
of Business advisor (date) .

Would you please answer these questions for me?

1. Are you now more apt to consult an advisor if questions arise
in the future than if you had not received a call? Yes No

2. Did the call provide you with information you can use? Yes
No

3. As a result of the call, do you plan to followup the referral
to the §Co—op, Kriting Center, etc.--see eneet)? Yes No

4. Did the call make you feel that someone cared about you? Yes
No
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ATTACHHENT J

FOLLOHUP IVALUATXON
INTIIVENTION 2: IIOXSTIATIDN NIITING

1 am calling to ask your reaction to the September 2B letter ironyour College of Business edvieor lnviting you to the registration meetingsOctober 1 and 5.

Hould you please answer a few queetions for ne?

1. Did you receive the letter? lhn _No

2. Did you read the letter? ihn _No

3. Did the letter prompt you to nttend the meeting? the lhlo
6. If yes, what was the most compelling reason for ettending?

5. Did you nttend the neeting _Yen __No

6. lf yes, what part was uost helpful?

7. Did the useeting nake you feel someone caved about you? __Yes _No
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ATl‘AC}(H£NT K

FOLLOWUP IVALUAYXUN
INTIIVENTION Ju LITTII llFOIl {XMS

l aa: calling to uk your reaction to the Noveeber l letter you re—
ceived from a College of Iuaineea adviaor.

Hill you please anawer e few questions for ne?

1. Dld the letter provide you wlth infornation you ueed ln preparing for
your exams'I

___Ye¤ ___No

2. lf yes, what was the most helpful part?

3. Did the letter help you prepare for your vacation? _Ye•
__No

A. If yes, what waa the uost helpful pert?

5. Did the 'letter sehe you feel that eomeone cared about you?
__Y•a __No

1
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ATTACIIHENT L

FOLLOHUP IVALUATIGN
!NT!RV!NTi0N In CALL AIGUY GRAU!)

1 Il calling to Ilk your resctlon to the call from A College of
Business ldV1l0I last week. Hould you plesse Answer A few questions for
me?

l. Did the call provide useful information about your perfornance or
progress fall quarter’I _YeA 1No

2. Did the call increase your Awareness of the options aveilable to you?
__Yes __No

3. Dld the call Assist you in setting or readjuating gosls for your Ac-
IÖBIIÄC work this quarter7 _Y•s __No

6. Did the call make you feel soeeone cared about you7 ___Yes
___N¤
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ATTACHHENT H
_

FOLLMNP IVALUATION
INTEIVENTION 5: IINTEI

’I|
LETTII

1 am calling to uk your reaction to the January 5 letter froe yourCollege of Busineas edvlaor. Hould you answer a few questions for ne?

1. Did you receive the letter? ___Y•a _No

2. Did you read the letter? ihs _No
_ 3. Has the letter helpful in remindlng you of mg; responsibllities lnregistration? ___Yes _No

A. Did you review your curriculuns and your course progress on your own?_Yes _No

5. Did you submit your OPSCAN by January 197 _Yes __No
6. Did you consult an advisor in 10A6 Pamplln? _Yea __No

For what purpose?

7. Dld the letter make you feel that soneone cared about you? the_No
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A'!'l'ACHH£N’T N

FOLLOUUI IVALUATION
INTIIVINTIOH es CAIIII IIIITXNG

l am calling to ask your reactlon to the January 22 letter invitlng
you to the career planning meetings February l and 6. Vould you please
answer e few questions for ee?

1. Dld you receive the letter? ihn __No

2. Did you read the letter? _Yes __No

3. Dld the letter prompt you to attend one of the neetlnge? _Yee __No

4. If yes, what was your most compelllng reason for attendlng7

5. Did you attend one of the meetings? __Yes iNo

6. lf yes, what part was most helpful?

-
_ 7. Did the meeting nake you feel someone cared about you? __Yee _No
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ATTACHMENT Ü
/ THE R It PAMPIJN COLLEGE Oi lUSlNF.$b

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSII Y
EQ;-py;

" Bbchbnrg, Virginia Z406l
OFFICE OF THE DEAN l0)0 PAMPIJN HALL (70Ii Wil-öl!}

March 7, IOBB

John Doc
I2} Main Strcct
Blaiclyaburg, VA 24060

Dua: John.

'I”ht.· R ll Pamplin Collcgc of Ilusincxs has hvcn tuning :1 varicty ol Jltl\l\l|IQ programsthis past ycar as pan ol a doctoral disscrtatiorv in corvjunttion sv uli our l'oll1-gt ll111I„·ryua•lu:1tc
Adviaing (Öcntcr ”l°hc rcsults of thc study will provide \lI|L‘Ll|llll lor I|II|‘It|\III§ u11r 1|\l\'l\lII}1
acrviccs and an utidcrstandirig ol tlic cxpcricnccs of our IIUSIIIIIPII.

Would you plcznc hulp ua hy attcnding unc ol tlic four \('\'<l|\lI\ Iiytcil lvclow to cornplctca qucstionriairc about your cxpcricivcca during tlic past two qvuulcry" 'llic Iorm usually takc:lcß than lhiny rninutcs lo complctc In ntlilition to proiiding 1·;1l11:1Ivlt· Illlllllllilllllll to us, youn1ay hnd thc qucstvoiis liclplul in rcllcctirig on your lim )'L'III ol 1·o|lt·g1· Y11ur r1·«po•v~t·1 willbc kcpt strictly conlidcnnal.

l'lcasc attcnd onc of tlic lollowivvg four xcssionsz

Monday, March I4 4:00 p.•. 1045 Pupl III
Tuesday, March I5 4:00 p.¤. 1045 Parrvpl In
lladncsday, March I6 4:00 p.¤. 1045 Pnmpl lll
'Fhursday, March 17 4:00 p.•.

1045 Pnmpl I11

Any studcnt attcnding om: ol thcsc four scssionx Illlll crvvviplclirig :1 qucytiorviiciirc will bc cligi-blc for 11 druwuig l nc winncrs will catli rccuivc a ill! gilt l‘\'|'l|lIt'£Il\' [or lxlIlIlIIOi\ I'111;1.
Only a subgmup ol l'rr:sl1mt·n :1r1: lcirig :1sl1t·d to l'l||II|*l\'lL' tl11· qucxtionriavirc. Yourpanicipalion is critical if tln: rcsult: :11c Io bc l\K‘|IIll|l}Zl,IIl I lvopc you will :1<~i~t us Ivy Ullll-

tnbuting thirty minutcs at oric ol thc lour acssionx. 'I l1.u1L you in :11Iy:1ru·1· for yllllf \I|l\|‘X‘f·ation and tim:.

- Sincvrcly .

RiAl1:1rd I Yso11·1t~c1v
llczin

cha
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ÄTTACHHENT P
THE A. s PAMPUN 00U.£cE or BUSINESS

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
'*’,¢é~Qill

Bluhßsrg, Vargisn 24061
omc or THE ASSISTANT DEAN xe•6 PAMPUN HAU (701} 9616601

Herch 22, 1988

Dear

As indlceted ln Deen Sorensen°s letter of Herch 7, 1988, The R.8. Pamplin College of Business ls currently conducting e survey ofour freshnen. I en sorry you were unable to ettend any of the surveycollection meetings last week, but we still would like your oplnlon.
would you pleese cewlete the encleeed queetlonnelree end returnthen to 10% Penplfn Hall hy wednesdey, March 301 Please drop thenoff et the office or return then vie caupus sell in this envelope ‘

addressed to ne? The questlonneires take e total of 30 nlnutes orless to complete. Because we want es nuch feedbsck es possible, ltls lnportent to hear fron you.

Thank you ln edvence for your vslusble assistance wlth thisproject. If you heve eny questions, pleese do not hesltate to cellee.

Slncerely,

Norrlne Bailey Spencer. Assletant Dean

chc
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_ ATTACHMENT Q

August 25, 1987

Norrine Bailey Spencer
Assistmt Dem
Virginia Polytecmic Institute

and State University
— 116 Panplin Hall

Blacksburg, VA 24061

Dear Norrine:
This is to respond to your letter of August 19, 1987. G1

behalf of the Center and Drs. Kramer and ärmer, ya.! are herday
given permission to use oopyrighted items from our Adivising
Survey Form (3rd edition). In your dissertation you should
indicate this Center and Kansas State University as their aairce,
and who the copyright holmrs are.

It was very god talking with you. Che draeback of my
presaat job is that I have very few ongoing relationships with
professionals, which I miss nvre md mre. _

.— Good luck on the dissertation! Re would Qpreciate
receiving a copy (umound is fine) of your dissertation when it
is ccxrpleted.

Best regards,

William E. Cashin
Dirmtor
WBZ:kut•

1•zaA«•¤•«•¤«•a••n.••.•••~•••u«.•¤s••so2-•o•• v••m•• uwzsszm unsis sur: umvsnsm —~‘ •rII>&12·5D7¤
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